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ABSTRACT
THE PEOPLE’S ZOO:
WILLIAM M. MANN, THE NATIONAL ZOO, AND
THE BIRTH OF AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONSERVATION, 1889-1960
by
James M. Burnes
Zoos are one of the most popular family attractions in the entire world. Nearly every
city of any size has a zoo. In the beginning zoos were private collections reserved for only
the most wealthy and powerful. Modern zoos are research facilities that strive to stay on the
cutting edge of animal science. Many make their mission wildlife conservation. This
paradigm shift came in 1925 when a young entomologist named William Mann took over as
director of the National Zoological Park in Washington, D. C. During his 31 years there he
led expeditions to collect animals never before exhibited in zoos.
Very little research on Mann exists even though the public followed Mann’s work at
the zoo through the plethora of newspaper articles printed. His travels and articles influenced
many other zoo directors to follow his lead. The efforts of William Mann have trickled down
to modern day conservationists even though his name may be lost in time. Many people
carry out the same work that Mann began at the National Zoo and share his vision, even
though they may not know who Mann was or his contributions to understanding and
exhibiting exotic animals. Many modern conservation works and organizations can all be
traced back to Mann’s devotion to his animals, his work at the Zoo, and his ability to share
his enthusiasm of it all with the people around him.
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Introduction
More than the Ark
Biblical traditions follow the story of a man named Noah who built an ark to save
his family and the animals of the world from a great deluge. The ark housed the animals
for the duration of the flood and its aftermath. Once the floodwaters receded, Noah
released all the animals back into the wild. Since that time, captured animals are seldom
released unfettered to repopulate the world. Under very controlled circumstances certain
endangered animals are bred, with varying success, within zoo walls for release into
controlled habitats. Modern zoos serve the same purpose of the biblical ark for saving
species, but at the same time they continue to research the animals after their release.
They also allow the public to view the animals, learn about the animals’ habitats, and
understand the need for conservation of specific species. This public awareness evolved
over the life of the zoological park until they became houses of animal research with
much more going on behind the scenes than what meets the visitor’s eye. The National
Zoological Park in Washington D. C. is more than a showcase of exotic animals and it is
more than an ark.
The Noah of the National Zoo was William Mann. William M. Mann worked at
the National Zoological Park from 1925 to 1956. His career spanned five U.S.
presidential administrations, two wars, and a depression. In thirty-one years Mann
oversaw not only the growth of the zoo, but also the evolution of the public from
interested spectators to active participants who felt concern for the welfare of animals.
As director of the zoo Dr. Mann also promoted wildlife. The National Zoo was one of
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the first public zoos and Mann operated it as the only federally funded zoo in the world.
In addition, the unprecedented connection between the Smithsonian Institution and the
Zoo established a relationship of scientific research and conservation. Thus,
understanding Mann’s actions as director of the zoo, its place in American society, and
the public’s ability and desire to value and support the “increase and diffusion of
knowledge,” according to the Smithsonian’s mission, reveals that the origins of wildlife
conservation in America were planted firmly in Rock Creek Park in Washington D. C.,
the home of the National Zoological Park--the People’s Zoo.1
The history of zoological collections spans millennia. The early collections cared
little for the conservation of wildlife or the welfare of the caged animals. Most collectors
just wanted to keep their pets alive. In 2009 archaeologists working in Egypt discovered
the remains of numerous exotic animals. The 5,500-year-old sight at Hierakonpolis,
south of Luxor, included 112 individuals, including 2 elephants, 3 hippos, 11 baboons,
and 6 wildcats. This find was the earliest example of humans keeping non-indigenous
animals on display. Since 3500 B.C. mankind has attempted to cage, display, or train
nearly every single species of animal. In subsequent centuries such efforts changed very
little. 2
During the earliest years, powerful rulers held menageries, such as the one
discovered in Egypt, as symbols of strength, wealth, and power. Roman gladiators
fought wild animals from all parts of the empire for entertainment. Men battled elephants
and lions from Africa, tigers from India, and bear from Europe. These games revealed the
vastness of the Roman Empire, both in the variety of animals caught as well as the
extravagance shown to collect and transport these exotic animals for mere blood sport.
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During the scientific revolution (sixteenth century) and the Enlightenment (1650-1789),
burgeoning natural historians looked over large gatherings of animals. Rudolf II, Holy
Roman Emperor (1576-1612), held an enormous collection of plants and animals, with
scientists in residence at his Royal estate, which he moved to Prague in 1583. The
animals, as well as the scientists, were free to move about the grounds in the first real
attempt to keep animals as close to their natural “wildness” as possible.3
France’s first collection was not far behind. In 1626 Paris became home to the
Jardin du Roi. The physician to Louis XII, King of France, did not plant this royal herb
garden until 1635. Five years later the garden opened to the public. This garden formed
the basic framework and umbrella organization for Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes. The
royal menagerie then moved to Versailles in 1793. The Jardin’s mid-seventeenth century
opening made it the oldest civil zoological garden in the world.4
The world’s first “scientific zoo” opened on April 27, 1828, in London. Initially,
the two-year-old Zoological Society of London operated the zoo. Given that this was the
world’s first zoo for scientific research, the London Zoological Gardens recorded an
important ledger of “firsts:” They opened the first Reptile house (1849), first public
Aquarium (1853), first insect house (1881) and the first children's zoo (1938). For all its
“firsts,” the London Zoo was only open to the members of the Zoological Society, their
families, and wealthy friends. Some years passed before zoological gardens became
more than a playground and private park for a nation’s wealthy and elite citizens. 5
Zoos were one of the hallmarks of a great nation. They symbolically represented power,
wealth, and sophistication that all countries wished to emulate. In the United States, the
Philadelphia Zoo was chartered in 1859. The outbreak of the American Civil War in
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1861 delayed the Philadelphia zoo’s opening for a full fifteen years. Finally, on July 1,
1874, the first zoological park in the U.S. opened to the public, just two years before the
nation celebrated its centennial. The zoo opened with 1,000 animals and an admission
price of 25 cents.6
In 1889, The National Zoological Park in Washington D.C. finally opened, a full
15 years after the Philadelphia Zoo. The subsequent directors of the Zoo propelled the
National Zoo into the American consciousness. Since congressional appropriations
funded the Zoo, it, more than any other, was under the scrutiny of the American
government. This also meant that the National Zoo was owned and paid for, in part, by
every American citizen. Unlike the zoo in London that relied on funding from society
members, or the Jardins that were paid for by the French king, the National Zoo was (and
still is) “owned” by the people.7
This need for outside funding led zoo directors to seek out wealthy benefactors to
help fund zoo operations. The National Zoo relied on the philanthropy of wealthy
businessmen such as Walter Chrysler and Harvey Firestone to mount expeditions to
collect animals. Chrysler donated large sums of money from his automotive fortune to
fund expeditions to Asia, while Firestone allowed expeditions to use his rubber plantation
in Liberia as basecamps for collecting in Africa. The new economic climate in the Gilded
Age (1890-1900) allowed for more money to be donated to causes like rebuilding an
elephant house, expanding existing paddocks, or purchasing exotic animals.
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The size of the National Zoo was also an important part of the American image.
The National Zoological Park in Washington was nearly three times larger than the
largest European Park (Figure 1). Even though the European zoos boasted more animals
per square foot than the American National Zoo, the American zoo, just like its home
country, had unparalleled potential for growth. Zoo officials and promoters seized on
this potential. They also utilized a burgeoning means of mass communication—the press.
One of the most powerful tools any zoo can have is publicity. The relationship between
the media and a zoo can essentially make or break the institution. Since the National Zoo
“grew up” alongside some of America’s most prominent news sources such as the New
York Times, Time Magazine, and the early days of newsreel, the zoo’s fifth director,
William M. Mann, used that relationship and his many friends in the public relations
world to gain more financial backing than any other public zoo.
Mann became director of the National Zoological Park in 1925. Just three years
older than the zoo itself, he matured along with the zoo and the nation during the
scientific explosion of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. During his
tenure as director Mann witnessed and aided the zoo’s exponential expansion. Through
his ties with prominent American businessmen, both at home and abroad, Mann brought
much-needed funds and exhibits to the zoo. He also brought something else to the zoo—
public interest. National newspapers closely followed Mann’s expeditions to collect
animals. He even answered questions mailed in to the zoo by children and adults alike.
This ability to bring people in and make them feel a part of the zoo gave birth to a
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genuine concern for the animals at the zoo, and by extension animals in other zoos, and in
the wild.
Almost nothing has been published on William Mann’s contribution to the
national zoo. In fact, very little has been published on William Mann himself, save for a
few scientific papers he co-wrote during his college days. This research reveals an
instrumental figure within the National Zoological Park’s history. During the 1930s
Mann’s travels and collecting expeditions fell under the shadow of the adventures of the
private collector Frank Buck. Buck’s successful expeditions and film credits catapulted
him to stardom and Frank “Bring ‘Em Back Alive” Buck became a household name.
William Mann, the quiet, good-natured director of the National Zoo faded into obscurity
to all but a few researchers. There is no zoo named in honor of William Mann as there is
for Frank Buck, but the zoo that Mann thrust into the twentieth century continues to
advance the study and conservation of wildlife around the world. Only a few other zoos,
public or private, can count themselves in league with the National Zoological Park that
William M. Mann left behind.
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Figure 2 The National Zoological Park Rock Creek, Washington D. C.
From Smithsonian Annual Report, 2.
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Chapter I
The Zoo Before Mann, 1889-1925

Live animals inhabited the grounds of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington
D. C. long before the establishment of the National Zoological Park in 1889. The Curator
of Mammals, William T. Hornaday, kept the animals housed behind the iconic
Smithsonian building. He and others used these animals as models for the taxidermy that
lined the halls of the museum. Any that died were stuffed, pickled, or skinned and
remained at the Institution.
The Department of Living Animals, as reported by the Secretary of the
Smithsonian S.P. Langley in his annual 1889 report, indicated that the collection was
growing. The increase during 1888 alone led to overcrowding of all accommodations
and the need to “resolutely check its growth.” Langley also recorded “surprising” interest
in the collection, “not only by the residents of Washington, and visitors to the city, who
form the daily crowds of visitors, but many residents of remote States and Territories
have testified their interest by sending valuable gifts to the collection.” Langley further
reported that many “valuable” 1889 gifts came from the U. S. Army officers of Texas.
Another extremely valuable donation came from the “Hon. W. F. Cody (Buffalo Bill), of
North Platte, Nebr., and consisted of three fine American elks, two male and a female.”
Dr. V. T. McGillycuddy, U. S. Indian Agent and first State Surgeon General of South
Dakota, sent four American bison from Rapid City. The needs for these seven large
mammals were enough to justify expansion. 8
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With space already at a premium, Langley needed to expand if only for the health
and welfare of the animals. Langley warned: “Only with larger spaces and better
facilities will it be possible to so care for these animals and many others like them.”
These animals were not only stock from which to replenish their species, which were
rapidly disappearing from the continent, but a source of constant “instruction and
recreation for the people.” He also reported that the department of living animals had
“served an important purpose in aiding to bring about the establishment by Congress of a
National Zoological Park, for the public interest manifested in the collection, forcibly
emphasized the general desire and need for such an institution founded on a large scale.”9
Langley’s problems were far larger than trying to find housing for just seven
bison. His report indicated that 271 living specimens arrived at the Smithsonian in 1889.
Of this total 126 came as gifts, 37 were born there, and only 8 actually were purchased.
The final catalog entry on June 30, 1889, totaled 341, which represented the “total
number of specimens received since the collection was begun.” These totals indicated
that during 1889 alone the Department of Living Animals quadrupled in size and
received almost 80 percent of their entire stock.10
Even under strenuous conditions the animals seemed to fair well. Langley’s
report stated that under the direction of William Hornaday and his two assistants “the
losses by death have been almost wholly confined to the small and least valuable animals:
and, with the exception of an antelope which was presented by Senator Stanford and died
before it had time to recover from the effects of its long journey, all the large and most
valuable specimens are alive and in good health.” If one curator and two slightly-trained
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assistants could take such good care of 341 animals under overcrowded conditions, how
much better would it be if there were a staff and enough room for them all? 11
The first bill placed before Congress to establish a zoological park at Rock Creek,
D. C., was on April 23, 1888. Introduced by Senator James Beck of Kentucky, it initially
“created, under the care of the Smithsonian Institution, a zoological garden on Rock
Creek, where these animals might not only form the subject of study, but be expected to
increase as they do not in ordinary captivity.” Originally, the idea for creating the park
belonged to then Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution S. P. Langley. Langley then
amended the initial motion to the Sundry Civil Appropriations bill, as reported by Senator
Justin Morrill of Vermont, which was substantially the same as that of Senator Beck.
According to Langley’s 1889 report: “The House Committee on Appropriations having
reported its non-concurrence in the Zoological Park amendment, and, after a long debate,
which occupied the attention of the House through the considerable portion of the 12th of
September, 1888, the motion to concur was defeated.” During the next meeting the
Senate agreed that the amendment should be “stricken out” and as a result the amendment
was defeated, as was the 1888 version of the Sundry Civil Appropriations bill. Had the
bill not been attached to a contentious issue as the Civil Sundry Bill, the Zoo may very
well have been created a year earlier.12
Langley did not give up easily. Reporting that he believed that the establishment
of the park was “a public duty,” he raised the matter again before the Congress. On
January 18, 1889, Langley, at the request of Representative Samuel Dibble of South
Carolina, the chairman of the Committee on Public Buildings and Grounds, addressed a
letter to Dibble that became part of the “Report to accompany bill H.R. 11810.”13
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Langley’s letter (Appendix A) outlined the plans for the zoological park, as well
as how many proffers of live animals the Smithsonian had to decline due to inadequate
accommodations. He included in the letter an endorsement of the picturesque Rock
Creek property, which afforded many and various habitats for animals that would be kept
at the zoo. Langley also shared the fact that, according to the “testimony of various real
estate experts and others,” the purchase may be completed for somewhat less than the
sum named in the appropriation, “even leaving a small margin for the erection of a
preliminary shelter for the animals.”14
Despite Langley’s belief that his recommendations could not be considered and
passed during the current congressional season, Senator George Edmunds of Vermont
introduced the zoo amendment to the aforementioned bill. Another very similar measure
was already under the attention of Congress. The other bill created a national park,
“including a thousand or more acres upon Rock Creek, extending far beyond the limits of
the proposed zoological park, and requiring a large expenditure not for buildings, but for
lands.” This larger measure, according to Langley, did not concern the Smithsonian
Institution. Compared to such a large expenditure and the need for congressional
oversight long after the establishment of the national park area, the “more limited scheme
for the zoological park” must have seemed a relief to Congress. Once Congress
understood that the zoological park fell under the oversight and direction of the
Smithsonian Institution, rather than its authority, Senator Edmunds introduced the
amendment to the District of Columbia Bill, H.R. 11651.15
The amendment (Appendix B) established, along with other items, a “zoological
park in the District of Columbia.” The initial funds appropriated totaled $200,000.
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Langley confessed to some shortcomings about the Edmunds amendment, admitting that
it was “offered in a spirit entirely friendly to the interests of this Institution
[Smithsonian].” The amendment placed appropriations under those of the District of
Columbia, removed the Park Commission’s power to lay out the land, and extended the
limits available to the zoological park. The former referred to the land belonging to the
Smithsonian, of which they could not shape. The latter closely followed the boundaries of
the original, and much larger scheme of the national park.16
On February 28, 1890, H.R 11651, complete with Edmunds’ amendment, “passed
substantially” and President Grover Cleveland signed the bill into law on March 2, two
days before the end of his presidency. Commissioners soon began to condemn a tract of
166 acres around Rock Creek for use as the zoological park. At press time for the 1889
report Langley admitted that, “the condemnation was not complete without the
President’s approval…but I may be allowed to so far anticipate a statement properly
belonging to another report as to say that this approval has since been given, and the land
will almost undoubtedly become property of the Government.”17
The Park Commission had no power to landscape Rock Creek or receive any guidance
from Congress as to its ultimate organization. This, concluded Langley, “may well be
supposed, to the general supposition in the House that the bill as voted contained a clause
placing it under the care of the Smithsonian Institution.” As a result Langley now had to
manage the Smithsonian and oversee the acquisition of the new lands made available by
the appropriations. 18
Slow progress marked the beginning years of the Zoo. For two years, 1889-1890,
the United States government sculpted Rock Creek into an area both pleasant for its
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future occupants and easily accessible to its anticipated visitors. The first inhabitants of
the zoo were the 185 animals in Hornaday’s collection of live animals. As building
progressed the American Zoo followed in its predecessor’s footsteps. The only members
of the public actively involved in the shaping of the Zoo were wealthy D. C. citizens,
congressmen, and senators. They were the ones donating animals to the zoo, visiting the
construction site, and meeting with Langley and Hornaday to discuss what should be on
display at the park.19
The first newspaper report about the Zoo did not hit newsstands until August 30,
1896, a full seven years after the Zoo’s establishment. The article, entitled “A Zoological
Rivalry,” indicated that Director Hornaday was “now studying similar institutions in
Europe—Features of the National Zoological Garden in Washington—What
Philadelphia, Pittsburg, and Buffalo are planning,” in order to form his plan for his zoo in
the Bronx. Hornaday had become the first Superintendent of the Zoo, the newspaper
stated, but “resigned soon afterwards over differences of opinion with Langley.” As the
Director of the Bronx Zoo, Hornaday turned to his old charge for inspiration. He was to
use the National Zoo as a model for his exhibits at the Bronx Zoo. The article further
pointed out that, even though the National Zoo was only an “infant of seven years,” it had
already surpassed “in numerous ways, the famous gardens in Europe.” The manager,
Frank Baker, even predicted that in a few more years the Zoo would “eclipse anything of
the kind in existence.” 20
This great endeavor carried its own hardships during the 1890s. “Zoological
Rivalry” also claimed that the Zoo had to make due with an insufficient congressional
appropriation of only $50,000 due to “hard times” and the “great demand for public
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money for the new war vessels and public buildings.” The hard times stemmed from
Washington’s battle to quell the Panic of 1893, in which banks failed, unemployment
rose, and mortgages foreclosed. This period of economic downturn and financial panic
lasted for three years and was only defeated by the Klondike Gold Rush in 1896. During
these years the Zoo was obliged to tighten its purse strings. By contrast, the privately
funded zoo in Buffalo, NY, erected a single building to house “herds of elk, deer, and
buffalo, and other animals” that cost $23,000, nearly half of the yearly monies at the D.
C. Zoo. Despite the meager budget and difficulties of funding for building construction,
park layout, roads, and acquisitions of animals Frank Baker managed the Zoo well during
these years. As a result in 1891 he acquired Dunk and Gold Dust, the Zoo’s first
elephants, and French, the first lion.21
At the same time that the National Zoo was underfunded, it had to compete with
the great and long-established zoological gardens of Europe, as well as compete with the
new privately funded parks that sprouted up in large cities in the eastern U. S. As the
Zoo worked under-populated and under-funded towards its goal of prominent national
zoo, private zoos continued to draw in wealthy patrons and private donors. Growth was
slow for the National Zoo. Baker proved that he could manage the park in tough times
and still increase its collection numbers. For the first time in a zoological park, species of
animals that usually grazed together in the wild were also kept together in the Zoo. This
arrangement allowed the same amount of food to feed more than one animal. The benefit
of this layout was two-fold: it kept the waste of food, such as hay and browse, to a
minimum and it provided a more natural environment for the animals and the visitors.22
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Following the Panic of 1893 two wars plagued the government-run zoological
park. The Spanish American War (1898) and the Philippine-American War (1899)
continued to ravage Congressional monies. Another drawback for Langley was that
Congress had never made appropriations for the purchase of animals by the National
Zoological Park. However, Langley saw a way around this that would enable the Zoo to
procure animals from around the world. In the recent wars, the United States had gained
overseas territories, as well as posted several American dignitaries in other countries.
Langley reasoned that these stations, such as Puerto Rico, Cuba, Guam, and the
Philippines could benefit the Zoo greatly. Since the Zoo was still only sparsely populated
with gifts from individuals, specimens from the U. S. empire could help increase the
collection numbers and diversity. “If officers stationed abroad, who may be interested in
animal life,” Langley wrote in the 1899 publication Animals Desired for the National
Zoological Park, “would bear in mind the necessities of the park, many additions could
be made to the collections.” While only exceptional cases afforded the outright purchase
of an animal, Langley reassured the shippers that any “expenses of boxing and of land
transportation, where necessary, will always be paid by the Zoological Park.” In addition
to an atlas of animals sought by the park, and shipping reassurance, Langley appended
the publication with “concise directions for boxing, shipping and feeding” the charges.
As an added perk the Smithsonian publically recognized such gifts, including the name of
the donors printed on the labels attached to the animal’s exhibit cages and recorded in the
annual report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.23
The beginning of the twentieth century witnessed many changes for the United
States. There was a presidential assassination, a huge number of American veterans
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claiming government benefits, an American-backed revolt in Columbia, and the
subsequent purchase and construction of the Panama Canal, which meant more
government money going elsewhere besides the Zoo. As a consequence, the first few
years brought slow change for the Zoo. The Zoo continued to rely on gifts and Langley’s
wish-list had not yet made it to the far flung diplomats. The Zoo therefore, remained a
collection of indigenous American species donated by wealthy Washington exotic pet
owners and a few animals that Hornaday had been in charge of from the start.
The animals that lived at the Zoo in the early 1900s thrived. For example, one of
the few reports about the Zoo was an opinion piece titled “The Solitary Beaver.” In the
spring of 1901 the beavers of Rock Creek had multiplied so quickly that one of the older
beavers was relegated to a separate enclosure since the newly-matured family had
increased to “one beaver too many.” It seemed that conditions at Rock Creek were at
least suitable for beaver reproduction, which is always a good indicator of conditions at a
zoological park. 24
In November 1902 the Zoo received one of its most exotic charges. The New
York Times reported the arrival of “A Zebra Wolf.” Fred W. Goding, the United States
Consul at Newcastle, sent the animal as a gift from New South Wales, Australia. Even
though Langley had requested a Thylacine in his Animals Desired three years prior, the
public knew next to nothing about this animal. The paper reported that it “seemed to be a
marsupial,” and that the female departed Australia with three young in her pouch and
only lost one after arriving in the United States.” 25
That same fall the zoo had problems with a real wolf, or so they were accused.
The event did not go to court or make headlines until the following summer in May 1903.
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The headlines read “Bitten by Escaped Wolf.” The case was unique since it determined
if the United States was liable for “injuries caused by animals that may belong to the
Government.” Laura Jackson, the plaintiff, brought suit directly against Dr. Baker, the
curator of the zoo, with damages from the alleged wolf attack set at $300. The District
Supreme Court tried the case and the issue was not settled until May 1908. The court
determined that a dog had bitten Mrs. Jackson and not a wolf. Dr. Baker later filed for a
reimbursement of $115.20 that he “had to pay before he could prove the woman was in
error.” 26
Lighter-hearted articles began appearing after the initial accusation of escaped
wolf attacks. One such article appeared in September 1904 when some old friends
encountered one another. Commander Lucien Young of the U. S. Navy visited the
National Zoo on September 28, and ran into a pair of acquaintances from his days in
Cuba. Two large Cuban constrictors, which Young had kept within his household while
serving in Havana, were now on display at the National Zoo. The 13 ½ foot and 14 ½
foot long snakes were, according to Young, “two of the finest constrictor specimens to be
found in Cuba.” “Although several years has passed since their separation,” the article
stated, “the old friends instantly recognized each other, and mutual greetings were
pleasantly exchanged.”27
Publicity for the Zoo over the next several years (1904-1913) remained low-key.
Newspapers were relatively quiet as the Zoo focused on updating and adding new
buildings, cages, and animals to its collection. As the collections within the zoo grew,
the number of visitors increased as well, which revealed a more vested interest in the
people’s Zoo in Washington. The Zoo, which had begun the twentieth century relatively
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slowly and in general public obscurity, now gathered steam and began to meet Frank
Baker’s 1896 predictions. By 1913 Zoo visitation had exploded to nearly three quarters of
a million visitors each year. Charles Walcott, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution at
that time, reported that daily visitors averaged 2,009 individuals. “In the interest of
education in nature study,” he wrote, “many schools, classes, etc., visit the park
accompanied by their teachers; such groups during the year numbered 3,172.”28
Bolstered attendance and acquisitions along with the passage the Civil Sundry Act
of 1913 doubled the budget for Zoo improvements and maintenance. This increase in the
number of animals in the collection, however, posed its own problems for the Zoo. Baker
reported that the cost to feed the animals had increased to $23,200 per year, which
“proportionally reduced” the amount available for improvements and expansions. Baker
counted the accessions to the Zoo at a total of 325; of these, 120 purchased animals
equaled over twice the animals given as gifts. This was the first time that the Zoo had
acquired more animals for itself, either from collecting or births, than it received from
individuals. One of these gifts, three opossums, came from the sitting president, listed in
the report as “Hon. Woodrow Wilson.” 29
The Zoo did not just add to its collections, but lost many animals as well. Deaths
at the zoo resulted from pneumonia, tuberculosis, gastritis, fighting, and accidents.
Additionally, other zoos traded or requested other animals born at the zoo. All told the
Zoo lost 431 individuals in 1913 for a net loss of 25 percent. Other zoos kept their loss
percentage down with increased purchases of replacement animals. Of the unspecified
total of deaths at the National Zoo, the National Museum deemed 88 specimens valuable
“for study or for other museum purposes” and transferred them from the zoo to the
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museum. On June 30, 1914, the grand total of animals on hand came to 1,362 individuals,
representing 340 species.30
In his report to Secretary Walcott, Baker identified a myriad of “important needs”
of the Zoo. He specifically sought an aviary, a reptile house, a pachyderm house, and a
proper hospital and laboratory for the zoo collections. He also included a “lunch and rest
house” for the visiting public. Baker also desired to collect mountain goats and sheep
from the western states, as well as the exotic hoof stock from Africa and the anthropoid
apes.31
That same year (1914) Superintendent Baker wrote a lengthy review of each of
the species housed within Rock Creek. One of the principle functions of the Zoo upon
opening was, according to Baker, “the preservation of races of animals about to become
extinct, and one of its earliest cares was the collection of a group of American bison.” A
careful census of the beast revealed that on January 1, 1914, there were “3,788 bison, of
which 3,212 were in captivity, and they are slowly increasing in number.” 32
Not all the animals were as easy to save as the bison. For example, Baker focused
on the Tasmanian zebra-wolf, the Thylacine, or the pouched dog, calling it one of the
“most remarkable animals.” The marsupial was, however, “a flesh eater.” Baker wrote
that, “[it] has been nearly exterminated by the farmers who cannot tolerate its incursions
into the sheep pen and poultry yard.” While the Zoo had helped save the bison from the
railroad hunters, in the end it failed to save the Thylacine from Australia’s farmers. The
last one died at the Hobart Zoo in Amsterdam on September 7, 1936. Less than a quarter
century after Baker’s report, tragically, one of the “races of animals about to become
extinct,” did so. 33
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Baker retired in 1916. Ned Hollister, Assistant Curator of Mammals at the United
States National Museum, replaced him as superintendent. The first year that Hollister
reported to the Secretary he wrote a review similar to the one Baker had written two years
earlier. In “The National Zoological Park: A Popular Account of its Collections,”
Hollister reviewed the 1,400 representatives of the park and their popularity or suitability
to exhibition. His review indicated that all the charges were healthy and the zoo was
suitable for further expansion.34
During Hollister’s tenure, novel approaches to animal ecology began. One such
example was an unusual zebra-horse hybrid that was on display. But its presence at the
Zoo was only part of the mystery. “Juno” was the result of artificial insemination. In
1917 this process was in its infancy with domestic animals, and if the means could be
perfected, many more births could occur in zoos throughout the nation and the world.
But that work occurred behind the scenes, while the public exhibits such as Juno were
what appealed to Zoo visitors.35
Just how popular was the zoo? In three short years since Baker’s report the
number of visitors had ballooned to over a million for 1916 and again in 1917. “In 1918 a
total number of 1,593,227 people were admitted to the grounds, a daily average of
4,365.” Hollister wrote that the Sunday and holiday crowds were largely composed of
residents of the District of Columbia and nearby states, and the weekday attendance was
made up mostly of visitors from the country at large. So many tourists visited the Zoo
that sightseeing cars regularly included the park in their itineraries. At the same time the
Zoo operated as a classroom and remained an educational laboratory. “As the entire area
is a carefully protected sanctuary for wild birds and flowers,” wrote Hollister, “many
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nature classes from the schools visit it on their field excursions.” This was yet another
way the American National Zoo distinguished itself from its European counterparts,
which only allowed private clubs and wealthy patrons to visit their grounds.36
For most zoos the doubling of attendance meant doubled revenue, but not for the
National Zoo. The grounds and buildings were open daily, and admission was always
without charge. As a consequence, the dramatic increase in popularity of the Zoo did not
necessarily add to its operating budget. Hollister “continued to operate on modest
appropriations… [and] as a result, few new animals were purchased, and housing for
existing animals remained inadequate.”37
In 1923, despite negative financial growth, Hollister boasted the greatest number
of animals on exhibition in the park’s history. Totaling 498 species represented by 1,768
animals, Hollister recorded 16 more species and 87 more animals than in any previous
year. For the last four years (1919-1923) the number of park visitors per year was in
excess of two million. Furthermore, 1923 also marked the first time Zoo officials counted
organizations, schools, and classes. They logged totals of 171 student groups with 14,185
people.38
Hollister attributed the growing numbers to the unusual generosity of friends of
the Zoo. In 1923, 101 individuals donated 266 specimens, including 3 painted turtles
presented by President Warren G. Harding. This list also included a gift from an obscure
employee working in Mexico for the Bureau of Entomology. Dr. William M. Mann
presented “a number of interesting animals” to the zoo. “Of special interest,” Hollister
reported, “were two Mexican spider monkeys, four Maw’s turtles, and eight specimens of
Petz’s paroquet. The turtle and the paroquet are species new to the park records.”39
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Animal losses, especially from death, were an every-year occurrence in the
reports of the park. The National Museum received any deceased specimens of
“scientific value.” In 1923, in addition to sending specimens to the museum, the Zoo also
sent “a number of eggs from rare birds.” Johns Hopkins University received 27
specimens “most mammals” at the request of the Carnegie Laboratory of embryology.
The specimens were for “anatomical purposes.” St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Washington,
D. C. received one mammal for “special study of the brain” and “a few skins were saved
for the reference collection at the park.” The park now boasted prominent contacts within
the research community. 40
Hollister’s report concluded with a list of important needs for the park similar to
the ones Baker highlighted years before. “A suitable restaurant building remains the
most urgent need of the park.” A bird house (the same aviary that Baker wanted back in
1914) was still on the list, in order to accommodate the “crowds of interested people” and
“to advantage the birds.” Hollister also included a new “need.” He suggested that funds
for the purchase of animals should be available from year to year. 41
Zoo expansion through the acquisition of animals, which could not come from pet
owners, continued to thwart Zoo officials. “Rare specimens are from time to time offered
for sale…” wrote Hollister in 1923, “but because of lack of funds for their purchase they
are lost to the park.” Hollister listed two “conspicuous” examples: the giraffe and the
Indian rhinoceros. “In order that special opportunities may be taken advantage of
promptly,” he concluded, “there should be available from year to year a reasonable sum
for the purchase and transportation of animals.” 42
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While Hollister’s final year as Superintendent broke “all previous attendance
records” he did not fulfill all his listed needs. The Zoo recorded a total of 2,442,880
visitors for the year, but Hollister only received one-third of his “important needs”
request. The new restaurant was completed, which added “greatly to the appearance of
the park and is much appreciated by visitors.” Hollister still listed the bird house and the
animal purchase funds as “important needs.” 43
Hollister’s appropriations only slightly increased in 1924, but he received 220
animal gifts to add to the Zoo. “A most notable accession,” he wrote, “was a fine young
Baird’s tapir… obtained through the interest of Dr. Wm. M. Mann.” This specimen
brought the number of species of tapir at the National Zoological Park to three. This
represented an “unusual record for any zoological garden,” remarked Hollister. 44
The 220 gifts arrived from 71 individual donors including a black bear and a
peafowl from President Calvin Coolidge. President Coolidge’s Zoo gifts gained notoriety
in the press as the president who donated the most animals to the park. Records show that
in 1924, the Zoo exhibited 40 species for the first time. The National Zoological Garden
had clearly blossomed into a biopark of research, animal science, and exhibition. 45
One of the last things that Ned Hollister wrote was a brief history of the National
Park. He included a section on the “kindness to animals.” “In the modern, up-to-date
zoological garden,” he added, “may be seen the finest examples of ‘kindness to
animals,’” he wrote. Devoted employees worked with animals without “cruel, brutal or
inhuman act[s].” He also took the opportunity to address the “anti-zoo” crowd. Earlier,
protests had occurred over keeping American eagles in captivity. Their objections
centered on the notion that the symbol of freedom should not be locked in a cage.
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Hollister explained, however, that the eagles in the National Zoo were rescued from death
and brought back to health at the Zoo. He ended by saying: “What is needed is not
protection for the eagles in the zoological gardens, but for the eagles left in a wild
state.”46
Ned Hollister died on November 3, 1924. During his last year as superintendent
of the National Zoo, the Zoo boasted increased exhibits and attendance disproportionate
to the increase of his appropriation monies. He left an efficient public machine that
registered every animal with a serial number on a large filing card, which was updated
throughout the animal’s life. He prophetically stated: “The value of the complete records
increases from year to year.”47
Following Hollister’s death Alexander Wetmore assumed the role as
Superintendent of the Zoo. Wetmore was a biologist at the Biological Survey for the
United States Department of Agriculture. Wetmore served as superintendent from
November 1924 to March 1925, but his brief winter service saw very little change to the
Zoo. He left the Zoo to become Assistant Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.48
In 1925 Dr. William M. Mann, an entomologist at the Department of Agriculture
became the fifth superintendent over the National Zoological Park. He used not only his
previous foreign connections to aid in the accession of specimens, but also orchestrated
and led foreign collecting expeditions to capture animals for exhibition. Mann also
utilized the burgeoning media outlets to get the public involved in the Zoo, thereby
thrusting the Zoo and himself into unparalleled popularity. The unassuming boy from
Helena, Montana, served as Superintendent of the National Zoological Park from 1925
until his retirement in 1956. Three years older than the Zoo itself, Mann and the Zoo
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were products of their times. His career prior to the Zoo provided him friends from every
corner of the globe, and his work at the Zoo resulted in his being one of the most beloved
inhabitants of D. C. His early life and travels before his tenure at the Zoo are as
interesting as his years as superintendent.
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Plate 1. A young William M. Mann from Wild Animals In and Out of the Zoo, 3
(All plates from Wild Animals unless otherwise noted)
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Chapter II
Mann Before the Zoo, 1886-1925

In 1948 William Mann recorded in his autobiography that he reached Montana the
convenient way--by being born there. On July 1, 1886, Mann was born amidst a
population boom in Helena, Montana. The city’s population swelled from 3,624 people in
1880 to 13,834, an increase of 300 percent, only ten years later. Helena residents lived
above one of the largest placer deposits in the American west. Mann called it “a great
city on a small scale.” During this time Helena city leaders expressed great faith in the
city’s future. One of the monuments to that faith was the Broadwater Natatorium, or
enclosed swimming pool. Built the same year as Mann’s birth, the natatorium was the
largest enclosed swimming pool in the world. A natural geyser that heated one end of the
pool added to the uniqueness of Helena. By 1888 nearly 50 millionaires lived in Helena,
more per capita than any city in the world. This large concentration of wealth contributed
to its large amount of culture, evidenced in the varied architecture of the city and its
Victorian neighborhoods.49
In his autobiography Mann never mentioned his parents by name. His mother,
Anna, was mentioned in a legal document Mann recounted several chapters into his
narrative. Anna was a Welsh immigrant brought to Missouri as a child, and later moved
to Helena in one of the many wagon trains that left St. Louis. She retained her Welsh
language, but did not teach it to her son. She was a devout Baptist who held a deep
compassion for those who were poor, hungry, or in need. In later years, Mann kidded his
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mother about “Mrs. Mann’s soup kitchen.” Rarely did a day pass by that someone did
not stop by for a meal. On the rare occasions that no one did, his mother sent him out to a
neighbor’s house with jams, jellies, or other foods for that household’s children.50
The boy’s father was more of a mystery. Mann referred to him as a harness
maker, something of an inventor, and an amateur taxidermist. Little else is known.
Mann described him as a tall, slender man with blue eyes, a long black beard, and a longbarreled ten-bore shotgun. The strongest memories he had of his father were his love of
hunting, fishing, and nature. Mann maintained that one of his earliest recollections was
that of an owl his father had killed and mounted for display in their home. He also
recalled hunting trips for geese and pronghorn antelope.51
The elder Mann died when William was only seven years old. That same year the
Panic of 1893 caused banks to fail, including one that held part of the money that his
father had left the family. Luckily, his mother owned two houses on Eighth Avenue in
Helena. They therefore sold one and moved out of the other into smaller quarters where
the difference in the rent they paid and the rent they charged allowed them to survive.
They also received an inheritance from an aunt who had lived in the Welsh community at
Dodgeville, Wisconsin.52
The natural world fascinated Mann from an early age. He collected toads that
frequented the city fountain outside the natatorium, insects along the streams while
hunting with his father, and anything that crawled through the grass wherever he walked.
These specimens were all local fauna and Mann was content to stay within the ecological
bounds of Helena, until the circus came to town.53
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The circus brought wonders to Helena that Mann had never seen. He watched the
circus parades of exotic animals from the rooftop of Smith’s fish store. From this
vantage point he saw his first African elephant marching down Main Street. He followed
the parades and made a discovery about circuses: there was more to them than parades;
there was “something in a tent.” When William was nine years old, someone, whom he
could not recall, took him to see a circus performance, and from that day until his death,
circuses were an integral part of his life.54
The summer of 1895 proved an important time for Mann. In addition to learning
all about the circus, he also visited his half-sister Lily and her husband Charlie, who lived
in Chicago. While there Mann visited Lincoln Park and its zoo. The Lincoln Park Zoo,
still famous today, was beyond anything he had dreamed. There he saw lions, tigers,
seals, and an elephant. He also met a policeman who made quite an impression on the
young boy. “For some time,” he wrote, “I envisaged myself as a policeman in the
Lincoln Park Zoo—where I could walk around wearing a big mustache, swing a club,
spend all my time with the animals, and be nice to visiting children.”55
Back in Helena, Mann made the acquaintance of Montana Jack McCrimmon, the
local Helena carriage painter. McCrimmon had worked with Buffalo Bill Cody, first as a
scout and then later in the famous Wild West Show. Afterwards, he later rode in Adam
Forepaugh’s traveling circus before he retired from his riding career and began his
painting in Helena. Frequently, Mann listened to Montana Jack tell his circus stories as
he painted the wheels of Mr. Beinhorn’s Northern Pacific Express wagon.56
Along with McCrimmon, Beinhorn became another beneficial friend to Mann.
During the spring of Mann’s seventh grade year, Beinhorn quit the express business and
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leased a large pasture to facilitate his new life as a dairy farmer. Mann became
Beinhorn’s chief cowhand during that summer. His only duty was to take the herd out to
pasture, and then return them home in the evening. This job afforded Mann a good deal
of free time during the day.57
Mann used his free time to his advantage. “There were animals to collect,” he
wrote, such as chipmunks, a woodchuck, one pine squirrel, and one grouse, “all
slaughtered recklessly with the Flobert .22” that Beinhorn had given him. Over the
summer, Mann collected hundreds of chipmunks. But he was ignorant about the proper
procedure for preparing specimens for his collection. In fact, all he actually did in the
way of preparation of the skins was to flatten the skins and pin them to his wall. “If I had
used salt, alum, and arsenic,” he later lamented, “the room would not have smelled so
stale, and Dermestes beetles would not have destroyed the skins.”58
This preservation debacle led Mann to undertake a different collecting approach.
It was a turning point in Mann’s early life as he began to catch animals for pets. This
involved capturing the animals alive and then keeping them that way. This endeavor was
not without problems such as his first experience with a ground squirrel. At first Mann,
armed with a birdcage “that had seen better days” and buckets of water, tried drowning
out the ground squirrel. He poured the water into the animal’s burrow until the creature
came out gasping and exhausted. Mann then took the squirrel, put him in the cage, and
placed the cage in a warm place so his charge could dry. As he dried out, the animal
spread the flimsy wire bars of his cage and escaped.59
Following this setback, Mann sought professional help. He found a copy of Dan
Beard’s American Boy’s Handy Book in the Helena Public Library. This book “told how
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to do everything that a boy was interested in” claimed Mann. He followed the
instructions on how to make traps, but he never managed to keep any of the animals he
caught. Mann’s devices consisted of either a box and a stick or paper stretched over a
large jar mouth. Each one worked, but his victims either scurried away when he lifted the
box, or simply jumped back out of the jars. Little did he realize that these tricks would
prove useful nearly forty years later.60
Mann continued to look to books for inspiration and the Helena Public Library
became his second home. When he was not in school, or tending to a short paper route,
he spent his time in the library. He spent so much time in the library that the librarian
allowed him in the adult stacks before he turned thirteen. There he discovered the world
of adventure. He read H. Rider Haggard, Rudyard Kipling, Mark Twain, and Robert
Louis Stevenson. His favorites were John Otis’ Toby Tyler, or Ten Weeks with the
Circus, and its sequel Mr. Stubbs’ Brother, which followed the story of a boy who ran
away with the circus. Mann said that he was not quite sure whether he wanted to “join a
circus, be a shipwrecked sailor, wander through Central Africa saying ‘thee’ and ‘thou’ to
my dark companions… or live among the animals like Mowgli.”61
Mann had to decide on his daydreams later. In 1898 Beinhorn moved the dairy
four miles south of Helena to Prickly Pear Valley. The new farm had a farmhouse, a
huge barn, and an ice shed. To Mann, the ice shed was the largest building in the world,
except for Montana Wesleyan University. He planned to buy the shed later and turn it
into a zoo. He would draw up the plans for his zoo on wrapping paper: the polar bears
went in the left corner, the elephants in the center, and the lions in the right corner. No
longer was Mann just the policeman at the zoo, now he was its owner and operator. A
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zoo was not the only thing that Mann planned. He also built an aquarium out of an
abandoned outhouse behind Beinhorn’s farmhouse. He kept Johnny Darters and tadpoles
in placer pans that he placed in the holes in the old wooden seat. He marveled at the joy
of watching a tadpole turn into a frog.62
Two events occurred at Beinhorn’s new location that changed Mann’s perspective
on nature and his future. One day he brought a field mouse into his “zoo” to minister to
its needs. The mouse gave a shriek of pain and Mann saw a long, thick worm appear out
of the mouse’s head right behind its ear and then go in again. Mann called this “an awful
thing” and said that it was his first suspicion that nature was not always kind. The other
event proved a little more immediate in changing the course of Mann’s life. One
morning, as he was bringing the cows in for milking, he happened upon a black and white
creature with a bushy tail. Mann had never seen an animal that completely ignored him
or failed to flee at the sight of man. The animal turned out to be a skunk, which Mann
intently observed, the result of Mann’s field study was that he returned the cows late for
milking. Beinhorn gave Mann a berating that “seriously hurt” his feelings. Mann realized
that bringing a herd of dairy cattle late to milking was an unpardonable crime and
reasoned that being such a “criminal” he should get away. So, with that one seemingly
unforgivable act, William Mann left the dairy cattle business and entered into a world he
had only fantasized about.63
Mann’s decision to leave Prickly Pear Valley eventually would lead him much
farther from home. In the spring of 1899 he caught a speeding milk wagon back to
Helena, returned to his room, took his Flobert rifle, some cartridges, and twenty-five
cents, and started down the valley. He traveled to Marysville, twenty-five miles
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northwest of Helena. There he told a local mining crew that he had walked too far from
home and had been caught by the dark. They fed him dinner and breakfast and he set out
again. When he reflected on running away from home, he imagined that he could easily
get a job as a cabin boy on a ship leaving Seattle, Washington, for South Africa. He had
read about the Dutch farmers (Boers) fighting another war with the British for their
independence in South Africa. The First Boer War (1880-1881) lasted only a year and
Mann had no reason to believe the second round would last any longer. He planned to
make his way through the British lines and help the Boers win their liberty. Afterwards,
he could return home and all would be forgiven. The Second Boer War (1899-1902),
however, lasted much longer and ultimately proved much more violent than the first.64
In the summer of 1899, providence altered Mann’s plans for a life of adventure
and war. Each night he would bunk at a ranch house and tell his usual tale of going
hunting and getting lost. On the fourth day, down to his last dime, he decided to look for
temporary work. He stopped near a ranch where a man was digging postholes and asked
if he was interested in hiring a boy. Mann told him that he had ran away from the circus,
just like Toby Tyler, and that he had been an apprentice to learn to ride. The circus
owners, he related, treated him badly, so he left. When asked his name, Mann continued
to lie, telling him that his name was Tyler. Mann then began to feel as if he had stretched
the lie to far, so he gave the ranch owner, Ed Chaple, his real first name--Billy. Now
William Mann was Billy Tyler, not a boy who ran away to the circus, but a fictional boy
who had run away from the circus.
Mann found work at the C-Bar Ranch owned by Ed Chaple, a tall lean man with a
“bald-head and a walrus mustache.” He took Mann in and gave him several odd chores
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to do and before a week was up, Mann was one of the crew. Chaple brought him a pinto
pony so Mann could ride the 30 miles west to Garrison and get the mail once a week.
Mann worked a host of jobs at the ranch, including rounding up cattle, feeding the
livestock, cutting fence posts, and repairing fences. His favorite activity was halterbreaking the colts. Mann labored hard on the ranch and one day Chaple returned from
town with a pair of trousers, a pair of heavy shoes, a waist-length reefer, and a woolen
neck muffler. They were gifts for Mann; the trousers were his first pair of long pants.65
Mann’s luck ran out in the spring of 1900. Some men from a logging camp who
were passing through the area left Chaple some newspapers. When Mann returned from
trout fishing Chaple asked him if his name was Willy Mann. Mann realized that he had
been exposed and broke down at the thought of his mother worrying about him, a fact
that had not occurred to him until Chaple mentioned it. Chaple then went into the nearest
town, Garrison, and sent Mrs. Mann a telegram saying that the young Willy Mann was all
right.66
Mann’s future changed again. His mother arrived in Garrison the next day, after
the postmaster read the telegram and alerted her immediately. The Northern Pacific
Railroad furnished a special car for the occasion and Mann met his mother at the train
station, the first time they had seen one another in five and a half months. His mother
told him that while he was away, an alcoholic insane patient in Helena confessed earlier
that he had killed Mann and that the state police, the masons, and the Society of Odd
Fellows had all searched for him. Mann believed that it was only because the C-Bar
Ranch was so far off the main road and local paper routes that he remained undiscovered
for so long.67
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Mann did not stay at home long. In the fall of 1900 Mann left to attend Lyon’s
Boarding School for Boys in Spokane, Washington. Mann compared the school to the
one he read about in Louisa May Alcott’s Little Men. There Mann studied with nineteen
other boys, and from each one he learned something about keeping pets. He learned how
to keep frogs in a jar with a comb so they could get out of the water. He kept two
suckerfish in a small tin the whole time he was in school, and learned how to feed them
using flies he caught in his room. He also learned about crawfish by keeping one he
received from a fisherman on one of their school field trips. At Lyons’ Boarding School
Mann also learned something that ultimately became a lifelong career-- entomology.
Through the help of one of his classmates, Mann learned how to use cyanide bottles to
kill beetles and bugs and then how to keep the specimens indefinitely. As a consequence,
in later years Mann never went anywhere without a cyanide bottle for insects in his
pocket. 68
Lyons’ school was not the end of Mann’s ranching career. After school was out,
Mann returned to work for Chaple, this time with the full consent of his mother. She
even supplied Mann with train fare and a new cowboy hat. Chaple filled the shoes of
Mann’s deceased father and their relationship grew very close. He worked for Chaple
until they both left Helena. Mann went to a military school in Virginia and Chaple left for
Canada to purchase a larger ranch. Thirty years later Mann received letters stating that he
was entitled to a large inheritance. He immediately dumped them in the trash, thinking of
the Spanish prisoner scam that was circulating during that time. But with the advice of
his wife, Lucille, Mann gave one of the letters to a friend who worked at the bank. Mann
then learned that Ed Chaple had died in 1926 and left everything to William M. Mann,
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son of Anna Mann. Mann took part of the money he received and bought a watch. In
later years he never looked at it without thinking of Ed Chaple and all he had learned at
the C-Bar Ranch.69
Students at Lyons’ Boarding School matriculated after completion of the eighth
grade, so Mann had to go elsewhere. At the behest of his mother, the fourteen-year-old
Mann went east to Staunton Military Academy, Virginia. When he arrived there were
only seventy-six cadets, but with improvements and advertising within three years the
ranks had swollen to over three hundred boys hailing from all the states and Cuba. Many
of Mann’s classmates were destined for West Point or Annapolis. In 1903 Mann decided
that he would attend Annapolis and become a Navy man who would travel the world,
visit strange countries, and see strange animals. He later learned that Army men had a
better chance to work in natural history. Regardless, Mann did not end up attending
either military academy.70
By his nature Mann was restless and could not spend much time in one place.
During his second year in Virginia, Mann skipped out on Staunton and moved to Chicago
with his sister and brother-in-law Charlie, who suggested that he enroll in the Lewis
Institute. Mann described the Institute as “a technical school where I did not fit in.”
Nevertheless, Mann was back in Chicago and he used his new residence to visit the
Lincoln Park Zoo often. Sometimes he was even lucky enough to speak with Cy Devry,
the head animal keeper. He also frequented the old Field Museum of Natural History in
Jackson Park. After some time and “all the nerve I could muster,” Mann walked up the
stairs to the museum’s Zoology Department and knocked on the door labeled
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“laboratory.” Mann intended to offer his services and inquire about a job. Little did
Mann realize that his future was on the other side of that door.71
The head of the department, Daniel Giaud Elliot, was not in, instead Mann met
head curator William J. Gerhard--and his studies changed forever. Mann wrote that
meeting Gerhard was “the most fortunate episode of my youth, as well as the beginning
of a great friendship that has never diminished.” Mann wanted to work with specimens
and learn about their preparation and handling. Gerhard told him that the museum was
not hiring any new employees, but if Mann wished he would teach him how to mount
insects. He accepted.72
Mann learned to mount insects, but not much else. Chicago held just too many
distractions for him. On one occasion the police arrested Mann and a friend, Harry
Brown, while collecting specimens in empty lots downtown. Since local hoodlums
loitered around local shops, the police assumed that the two boys were up to mischief.
They searched Mann and his friend, discovering two bottles of potassium cyanide on
Mann and a screwdriver and pliers on Brown, an apprentice with the telephone company.
At trial the judge ruled there had been indiscretions by both parties and the two boys were
released. Furthermore, Mann had also neglected his studies. His grade report at the Lewis
Institute revealed that he failed Mathematics, German, and Latin. To make matters
worse, his disappointed family planned to send him back to Staunton in the fall. 73
Before he returned to Staunton, Mann decided to make the most of the summer
that remained. He wrote to the head animal caretaker for the Ringling Brothers Circus
and applied for a summer job. Mann received the reply quickly: “Be in Baraboo,
Wisconsin on the tenth of March.” Mann did not wish to run away again so he sought
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permission from his sister. She looked down on the circus, “probably because the
performers wore tights,” admitted Mann. She told Mann if he wrote to one of the owners
and they said it was a good thing for a boy, he could go. Mann fired off a letter to
Charles Ringling, one of the famous Ringling Brothers. He picked Charles, he said,
because he looked like his own brother Charlie. Ringling’s answer was short and to the
point: “Advise a boy of your age to choose some other line of occupation as more
desirable in every respect.” Mann therefore did not go to Wisconsin that summer. Many
years later the letter became a favorite story of the surviving Ringling brother, John, who
became good friends with Mann while Mann was working at the Zoo.74
Instead of Wisconsin, Mann summered at his uncle’s farm in Kansas. He spent
the entire time collecting insects and live reptiles, “much to the discomfort of various
uncles, aunts, and cousins.” Mann read about the creatures in a reprint of Edward Cope’s
Crocodilians, Lizards and Snakes of North America (1900), from which he tried to
memorize the families and genera that it listed. In doing this, Mann realized that learning
Latin was essential to understanding the names of animals. He also became aware that
many zoological writings were written in French and German. Armed with this
knowledge, Mann returned to Staunton in the fall of 1904 and worked harder at his
studies than ever before. 75
In late fall of 1904 a fire broke out in the school barracks and Mann’s coursework
at Staunton was interrupted yet again. The blaze completely destroyed the barracks and
the academy gave the cadets a six-week furlough so things could be rebuilt. Any of the
cadets who wanted to stay in Staunton would be accommodated, while others were
permitted to go home. Mann reasoned that Montana was a long way to go, so instead he
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wrote to the National Zoo in Washington D.C., explaining his situation and asking for a
job. He received an offer for a job as a laborer at the wage of one dollar per day. This
would be Mann’s first encounter with the National Zoo. Mann was eighteen-years-old
and the zoo was fifteen.76
The work at the Zoo prepared Mann for many things, especially the handling of
animals. The Zoo office hired Mann to work with the head animal keeper, William
Blackburne, cleaning cages. Under Blackburne Mann learned to respect the cage as the
animal’s home, to properly feed the big cats, and even how to clean cuspidors—the only
task at the Zoo Mann did not like. Nevertheless, Blackburne taught Mann his most
valuable lesson: “Remember,” he told Mann, “you got to take the bitter with the sweet.
As long as you live, and no matter what job you get, you’ll always find there’s some
spittoon connected with it.” Mann never forgot these early lessons that he learned at the
Zoo.77
In the spring of 1905 Mann began his final semester at Staunton. He also started
thinking seriously about his future. Mann, who had originally picked Annapolis for the
travel opportunities, admitted that his nearsightedness probably kept him from entering
either branch of the service. He and another classmate therefore wrote to the World’s
Fair commissions requesting a concession space; they received none. Then, they heard
about the building of a canal “somewhere down in Panama” and sent off for information
about clerical jobs. However, there was a mix up in Washington and Mann and his friend
received long forms to fill out that qualified them as steam-shovel foremen. Mann wrote
that he learned later that it was possible for them both to get jobs as steam-shovel
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foremen without either one of them knowing what a steam shovel was. They both gave
up on the project.78
After Mann received his diploma in 1905, he accompanied a Staunton friend, Dan
Hoover, to Chicago before they parted ways—Mann for Montana and Hoover for Texas.
Their stopover in Cincinnati arrived too late for the boys to see the zoo. Fortunately a zoo
employee showed them around until dark. Their tour guide was Sol Stephan, the
grandfather of the American zoo. Stephan had earlier purchased an elephant from Carl
Hagenbeck and accompanied his ward to Cincinnati. The zoo, however, could not find
anyone who could handle the elephant, so Stephan was persuaded to stay on. By the time
Mann wrote his autobiography in 1948, four generations of Stephanses had worked for
the Cincinnati Zoo. 79
Fate intervened on Mann’s trip home. In Chicago he met with Hoover’s uncle
who offered him a round trip pass to accompany Hoover to Texas. There the two boys
met Hoover’s father, an attorney for the Santa Fe Railroad who kept his son and Mann
supplied with passes. Mann then wired home that he was making a side trip before
coming to Montana.80
The arid environment of Texas and its strange animal inhabitants was a new
world to him. He spent the summer of 1906 traveling up and down the rail line,
collecting wherever he went. He eventually took a job on a survey crew for the Santa Fe
Railroad and continued to collect snakes, bugs, beetles, and anything else that interested
him or happened to crawl across his path. His carried his insect collection in cigar boxes.
In 1906 Mann returned to Helena, but he still had no definite plans for the future. He
began work as an office boy at C.F. Ellis and Company, a real estate broker and
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insurance agent in Helena. He collected rent and oversaw repairs on buildings in Helena’s
Chinatown. During this time Mann wrote letters to prominent entomologists back east.
They were exceedingly interested in his collections from Montana and Texas where there
had been no serious collecting expeditions. His correspondence even crossed the
Atlantic. He wrote and exchanged specimens with two scientists in France. True to his
nature, Mann grew discontented with the work in Helena and wrote to William Temple
Hornaday asking for a job as an animal keeper at the Bronx Zoo. Hornaday replied: “A
keeper is too busy fighting dirt, disease, and disorder among his charges ever to learn
anything about them. I would advise you to take up some other line of natural history.”
Disappointed, but undaunted, Mann carried on his collecting and correspondence, this
time requesting college catalogs. He received a copy of The Canadian Entomologist with
an article entitled, “The Hypopygium of the Tipulidae,” written by Professor Renni
Wilbur Doane of the State College of Washington at Pullman, now Washington State
University (WSU). Anyone who could write an article with such a title, Mann reasoned,
could surely explain to him the things he wished to know.81
In 1907 Mann packed his bags once again and left for Pullman, Washington, and
WSU. To his dismay Professor Doane no longer worked there, but had moved to Stanford
University. And what was worse, it was too late for Mann to change universities.82
Nevertheless, Mann enjoyed his time in Pullman. He said it was the first time in
his life that his friends did not look upon his animal-collecting habits as queer. His list of
correspondents also grew. Mann wrote and sent specimens to researchers at the
University of California, Los Angeles; Harvard; and the University of Colorado. One
wasp specimen that Mann had collected was new to science and in his honor S. A.
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Wheeler, professor of entomology at Pullman, named the creature Oxybellus manni.
Mann’s first ant species’ namesake came years later from an ant he had collected in
Ellensberg, Washington. William Morton Wheeler, entomology professor at Harvard
University, named the specimen Formica manni. Mann even collected insects between
lectures as he assisted Dr. A. L. Melander, professor in entomology and agriculture at
Pullman, in demonstrating Melander’s new spray nozzle for depositing pesticides.83
As a poor college student Mann earned a meager salary as a research assistant and
therefore searched for other means to finance his personal collection. At first he sent
specimens to Dr. William A. Nason of Algonquin, Illinois, at the price of five cents for
each unnamed item and ten cents each with proper scientific name. Then, during the
summer of 1908, Mann received a “real government job” at the United States Bureau of
Entomology. As a “Special Agent and Expert” under George Reeves, chief entomologist
with the bureau, Mann received a salary of 50 dollars a month to collect and observe
wheat aphids in the local wheat fields. While the team mounted and prepared specimens
in the lab, Mrs. Reeves read the humorous works of W.W. Jacobs to them. “Mind you,”
he wrote, “I was getting paid for this. It seems,” he continued, “that always when I have
most enjoyed myself, somebody has paid me good money for it, whereas the occasional
bits of hard work I have done were gratuitous.” This paid enjoyment had only just begun
for Mann.84
The next few years were a blur for Mann. In 1908 he worked at a Puget Sound
laboratory, again under Professor Melander, this time in conjunction with the University
of Washington. In 1909 he heard Dr. David Starr Jordan, entomologist at Stanford
University, lecture at Pullman. After speaking more with Jordan, and receiving the
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promise of a job at Stanford University in the Zoology Department, Mann resolved to
complete his education at Stanford. There, Mann finally met Rennie Wilbur Doane,
author of “The Hypopygium of the Tipulidae,” the article that started Mann down the
path to university studies.85
Mann continued his authorship of scientific articles beyond Stanford . In 1911 he
accompanied an expedition to Brazil as the team’s only acting entomologist. The
expedition followed the newly-built railroads and oil expedition trails while collecting
ants, beetles, some lizards, and other interesting fauna. After two months in the field, the
expedition returned to the American Consulate in Brazil to gather their belongings and
return home. Included with Mann’s items was a letter from the bursar of Harvard
University that informed him of his appointment as research assistant under Professor
William Morton Wheeler at the salary of 30 dollars a month. Wheeler told Mann before
he left for Brazil: “Harvard will always take care of a student who will work.” Mann
concluded this expedition by delivering a “howling” monkey to the Bronx Zoo, and left
for Cambridge, Massachusetts. As soon as he arrived at Harvard, Mann received a letter
indicating that the city of San Diego planned to start a small zoo and Dr. Fred Baker, one
of the zoo planners, had suggested that he [Mann] be put in charge. Earlier, in 1908
Mann had impressed Baker with his work in Pugent Sound. Mann did not feel justified in
leaving his work with Wheeler on such short notice and turned down the opportunity.
The San Diego Zoo hired Frank Buck, the famous animal collector, as temporary director
on June 13, 1923. It would be nearly 15 more years before Mann took a permanent zoo
position.86
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While at Harvard Mann continued to collect in the field. Under Wheeler’s
guidance he traveled to Haiti during the winter of 1912-13. Not only did Mann collect
enough for them to jointly publish “The Ants of Haiti” (1914) for the American Museum
of Natural History, but he also collected zoological specimens for the Museum of
Comparative Zoology at Harvard. The government of Haiti allowed Mann full access to
all regions of the country under a special “presidential passport” given to Mann
personally by the twenty-second president of Haiti, Jean Antoine Tancrède Auguste.
Upon meeting Mann, Auguste remarked: “Entomologiste? Where is his bald head and
beard?”87
One year after returning from Haiti, Mann left the United States again. Wheeler
sent Mann off to Palestine with Dr. John C. Phillips of the Museum of Comparative
Anatomy at Harvard. They left in early spring 1914 bound for Alexandria, Egypt. From
Alexandria they traveled across the Fayum Desert to Cairo and then to Suez. They
collected along the coast of the Red Sea, north through Petra, throughout the Dead Sea
region northward until they left Beirut to return to Alexandria and then back to the U. S.
Wheeler and Mann again published Mann’s findings in 1916, which included a “new and
peculiar species of Deromyrma,” and several undescribed subspecies of well-known
Mediterranean ants.88
Mann’s travels did not end with the Holy Land. He finished his doctoral exams in
May 1915 and Harvard subsequently awarded him a Sheldon traveling fellowship. Due to
the Great War (1914-1918) he concluded that Europe was “a poor place to round out” his
education. Mann’s earlier assumptions about his near-sightedness keeping him from
Annapolis proved correct and he never served in the military. The war in Europe limited
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Mann’s choices of where to spend his fellowship. He knew that the ants of Fiji were
almost unknown, so he made the decision to spend his fellowship in the Fiji Islands
studying the native ants. The Sheldon Traveling Fellow spent 10 months on the islands
and also visited the Solomon Islands and Australia. Nearly everything Mann collected
was new to science. He finally published his findings in February 1921.89
The return to Massachusetts and Harvard was not without incident. One evening
while Mann visited friends he succumbed to bouts of delirium. His friends put him to
bed and called their family physician. Dr. Sellard from the Harvard medical school and
his assistant Richard P. Strong visited Mann, took blood samples and “made into slides
for students to study some of the finest examples of plasmodia (the malaria-causing
organism) that even the Harvard Medical School had seen.” Mann concluded that the
Harvard team made some contribution to science using his ailment. After the incident
Strong went on to become the “father of the study of tropical medicine in the United
States.” Even when Mann was not collecting ants, he helped advance scientific study.90
`In 1916 the question of what to do after graduation and the end of his fellowship
crept into Mann’s focus. Wheeler suggested Mann take any teaching job offered and that
a research position would come later. In October B. Preston Clark of the Harvard
Museum asked Mann if he would travel to the Bahamas for a month to collect some “rare
and much-sought-after hummingbird moths.” Mann agreed and, after registering for the
draft, he left Cambridge, Massachusetts, for Miami, Florida, and the Bahamas. Mann
stopped in Washington D. C., visited friends, and looked over the Smithsonian and the
Zoo.91
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On one of his visits Mann received the offer of a lifetime for a recent college
graduate. Through an entomologist friend, E. R. Sasscer, Mann met with Dr. Charles
Marlatt of the Federal Quarantine Board in Agriculture. Marlatt offered Mann a job with
responsibilities to handle the ant problems of the Department of Agriculture and take care
of the insect collection at the National Museum. For those duties, as well as leading
surveys of insect pests in the American tropics for quarantine work, Marlatt offered Mann
a salary of 1,600 dollars a year. When Sasscer told Marlatt that Mann had recently
received his doctor of science degree at Harvard, Marlatt offered Mann 1,800 dollars a
year. Mann agreed. They decided that after the Bahamas trip he should return to
Washington D. C. to begin his work, or as Mann put it: “commence the highly paid,
carefree life of a government employee.” He could not resist contacting Wheeler by
telegram stating, “The University’s loss is the government’s gain,” and then left for the
Bahamas in search of hummingbird moths.92
Mann worked for the Bureau of Entomology in the Department of Agriculture
from 1916-1925. During wartime and in peace, Mann continued his entomological
collecting trips. He remained in the western hemisphere leading expeditions to Colombia,
Central America, Mexico, and Cuba. Following the end of the war in 1918, he branched
out and collected briefly in Spain. He also served as assistant director of the Mulford
Expedition to the Amazon River Basin from late 1921 to early 1922. During these years
he also continued his entomological studies and maintained his contacts in both Holland
and Italy, which he made as a letter writing youth back in Montana. Mann’s predecessor
as director of the Zoo, Alexander Wetmore, also worked in the Department of
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Agriculture. When Wetmore left the National Zoo to become the Assistant Secretary of
the Smithsonian, Mann quickly applied for and received the job as superintendent.93
Mann assumed his duties at the National Zoo in 1925. As superintendent he still
held contacts all over the world. Throughout his collecting days he had met
entomologists, zoologists, missionaries, consulates, and plantation owners. Mann had
also collected in some of the most remote and unexplored places in the South Pacific.
His knowledge of the local customs and cultures that he studied during his Stanford and
Harvard years helped him excel where past expeditions had failed. His interest in and
relationship with local populations allowed Mann to send stories to the newspapers and
artifacts to the museum. Not long after Mann began work at the Zoo he started planning
collecting expeditions to increase the holdings of the Zoo. His knowledge, experience,
and contacts proved invaluable to him and his leadership of the Zoo. By 1925 it seemed
that everything Mann had done throughout his life had prepared him for his life’s work.
As superintendent of the National Zoo Mann would continue to lead expeditions and to
collect specimens, only now his quarry would not fit into a vial.94
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Plate 2. William and Lucile Mann on expedition in British Guiana, 3.
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Plate 3. The young Lucile Quarry Mann initially feared snakes.
From From Jungle to Zoo, 3.
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Plate 4. Off-loading crates from the train, 63.

Plate 5. WPA monies renovated and painted Zoo hall exhibitions, 63.
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Plate 6. The Giraffe Crates, 36. One of these broke free aboard ship and had to be
secured.
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Plate 7. The Crates above deck., 61.

Plate 8. Animal cargo below deck at feeding time, 61.
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Plate 9. William and Lucile Mann on expedition with British Guiana locals, 30

Plate 10. Mann practices his bartering with a young native boy, 73.
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Plate 11. Head Zookeeper William H. Blackburne and the young N'gi, 123.
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Plate 12. Babe the elephant 'retires' from circus life to the National Zoo, 103.
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Plate 13. Keeper Ralph Norris and Gumdrop XII, the twelfth calf sired by
William Johnson Hippopotamus. From Annual Report 1957, 87.
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Plate 14. The mythical giant armadillo, from Annual Report 1957, 88.

Plate 15. Lucy and Willy, the first white rhinos ever exhibited in the U. S.
From Annual Report 1957, 88.
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Plate 16. A well-traveled William Mann, 185.
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Plate 17. "Noah's Wife," Mrs. Lucile Quarry Mann rearing a young tiger in their
Washington Apartment, 112.
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Chapter III
Mann at the Zoo, 1925-1960

In 1925 William Mann arrived at the National Zoo ready to begin work
immediately. Most new superintendents occupied their first weeks on the job settling
into their new office and meeting their staff. But Mann could do that later. Before he
officially began his job as the Zoo’s superintendent, he had a meeting with Walter
Chrysler, the automobile manufacturer. The meeting stemmed from Chrysler’s concern
about disappointed children who had inquired about specific animals absent from the
Zoo. During the 1920s, Chrysler’s new sleek, high-speed motorcars were exceedingly
popular and brought him much wealth. Some of his fortune benefitted great philanthropic
projects throughout his native New York, such as parks and other city projects for the
benefit of its residents. Mann therefore met with Chrysler to discuss his interest in animal
collections and the possible funding of his collecting expedition to Africa.95
What animals were missing? In 1926 children were looking for animals they had
read about in books. They wanted to see giraffes and rhinoceros. When interviewed by
the New York Times, Mann said: “We have primarily to thank the desire of the children to
see a giraffe for arousing Mr. Chrysler’s interest.” As a consequence, Chrysler donated
$25,000 designated for the capture of giraffes, rhinoceros, zebras, and “anything else
needed.”96
In 1926 Mann organized and led what the Smithsonian called “one of the greatest
collecting expeditions ever attempted.” The expedition planned to return with 100 of as
wide a range of specimens as possible. Mann emphasized that quality trumped the
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quantity of the animals that they could collect. Mann’s objective was not the number of
specimens, but acquiring species that were new to the Zoo and important to scientists
who studied the natural world.97
From the beginning Mann focused the public’s attention on Zoo projects. For the
collecting expeditions that was not difficult. Mann peppered the newspapers with articles
about exotic animals and unimaginable creatures. Lions, giraffes, rhinoceros, a mouse
smaller than a bumblebee, armor-plated anteaters, and the cony--mentioned in the Bible-all made the collection list. Not only could the public read about these creatures, but they
could also see them. The Zoo was going to bring them back to the United States and put
them on display in the capital.98
Since Theodore Roosevelt’s expedition in 1909, the public followed any story that
the newspapers printed about wild animal capture or collection. The animals did not
always have to be extant. For example, in 1927 the American Museum had financed a
fossil collecting expedition to Mongolia. Stories of the first fossilized dinosaur eggs
discovered by the famous explorer Roy Chapman Andrews appeared only three years
before and still fascinated the public. Mann used this popularity and interest to the benefit
of the Zoo, their expeditions, and eventually (although indirectly) wildlife conservation.99
The Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition was the first of its kind for the Zoo, and
Mann’s prowess for publicity and planning proved a large part of its success. He made
sure the public understood that this expedition was not simply a photographic or
sightseeing trip. He detailed in interviews the necessity of finding the larger animals with
young, destroying the mother, and collecting the offspring. He also reassured the public
that any animal that had to be killed in this manner would be preserved and returned to
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the Smithsonian. In the cases of hunting more common game, specifically species of
antelope, the meat would be used to feed the expedition and the carnivores collected.
Mann also remembered his luck with the natives while collecting insects in Brazil. Once
the natives discovered that foreigners paid money for live animals, they freely brought
them to the expedition camp. The same happened with larger game.100
Mann did not use the services of professional game collectors such as Frank Buck
to add to the Zoo’s collections. Since Zoo appropriations did not allow for the purchase
of animals, and Mann preferred quality animals, he directed the Smithsonian-Chrysler
Expedition and future collecting expeditions himself. Two weeks after the Smithsonian
released its plans to the newspapers, the Hamburg American liner Westphalia docked in
Boston. Its cargo consisted of 6,000 birds, 40 monkeys, and 10 camels all consigned to a
professional animal dealer in New York—Louis Ruhe. While such numbers were highly
desirable for individuals looking to offer variety to their customers, Mann believed that
they were hardly sufficient for representative exhibits at a zoological park.101
Transporting large animals of dissimilar species, many with highly specialized
diets and some even endangered, created logistical problems as well. They occupied
more space aboard ship and most did not travel well. For example, the Westphalia
reported that their camels became seasick during the initial leg of the journey.
Furthermore, dissimilar animals were more difficult to manage than a large collection of
similar ones. They required more experienced handlers and many had varied and specific
dietary needs. Professional wild animal collectors would never risk such a complicated
voyage with animals that might not live long enough to reach their destination. The
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financial risk far exceeded any financial gain. Profit drove the professional game
collectors, while Mann wanted healthy, living exhibits.
Money, not profit, however was always an issue for Mann. The Zoo still relied on
appropriations from Congress to operate. The Zoo budget focused more on maintaining
what was already at the Zoo, rather than the purchase of wild animals. Chrysler’s
funding, on the other hand, allowed for the collection of giraffes, rhinoceros, zebras, and
anything else needed, by “any means” necessary. Sometimes “any means” was less than
adventurous, but the American public wanted it. The radio network WRC therefore made
arrangements with Mann and the Smithsonian to broadcast his progress week-by-week in
a radio show. WRC broadcast letters Mann sent to Austin H. Clark at the Smithsonian
who read them on air as “Zoo Talks,” generating much interest in the Zoo and its
inhabitants.102
On March 20, 1926, the United States liner Leviathan prepared to sail for London.
The passengers included William Mann, the Zoo superintendent, F. G. Carnachan, a
naturalist, Stephen Haweis, a naturalist, artist and author, and Charles Charleton, a
photographer. While the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition completed the proper
paperwork for permits in London, Arthur J. Loveridge, from the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard University, joined the team. Loveridge had worked as a game ranger
in Tanganyika before he took the job at Harvard University. His knowledge of the terrain,
wildlife, and people proved invaluable to the expedition, which by this time anticipated
the collection of over 1,000 African animals, ten times the number originally published
three weeks earlier!103
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The Zoo did not remain quiet while Mann was away. On May 2, 1926, a
California condor, one of only four known in captivity, laid an egg. The newspaper
report revealed the excitement among the Smithsonian scientists as they discussed only
the second egg produced at the National Zoo that year. Hoping to prevent the condor’s
extinction, scientists allowed an ordinary hen to hatch the egg, since the condor mother
had broken previous eggs. As with the bison, the Zoo helped prevent the extinction of
another species.
In Africa Mann had great success collecting animals, except for the giraffes.
With only six in captivity in the United States at that time, giraffes were rare and
acquisition was difficult. Nevertheless, Mann captured three young giraffes, but the first
managed to escape before he was actually put into a crate. The second made it back to
camp and remained in captivity for two days before it used its long neck to demolish the
small thatched native house, which served as its cage, and fled. Mann housed the third
specimen in the same, now repaired, thatch hut only long enough to build another crate in
Dar-es-Salaam, Tanganyika’s capital eighty miles away.
With the third giraffe in tow, Mann cabled the Smithsonian information about his
acquisition to the Smithsonian. The reply requested the age, height, sex, and “all
particulars” of the giraffe. Washington D. C. schoolchildren were already competing in a
contest held by the Evening Star to name the animal. Apprehensive, he replied that
giraffes were sensitive creatures and there was no guarantee that it would arrive safely.
Ignoring his warning, they again asked if it was a boy or a girl. Exasperated, Mann
replied “boy” and then “fled from the vicinity of the telegraph office.” Unfortunately,
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before the crated animal arrived at railway, it succumbed to pneumonia. The
Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition had failed to secure a live giraffe for the Zoo.104
The publicity from “Zoo Talks” prompted public interest in Mann’s collecting. In
July 1926 Mann reported that he had collected a pangolin, a spiny anteater, which had
never existed in any American zoo. He explained to an eager public the habits of the
pangolin: its rolling into a ball to escape danger and its diet of white ant grubs. He wrote
that it did not take readily to substitutes and was difficult to feed. He left out the news
about the dead giraffe.
Mann was determined not to return to Washington D. C. without a giraffe. Since
he had not been successful in capturing one, he explored alternative means of
procurement. With Loveridge’s help, Mann contacted the government of Sudan. He
received a favorable reply and quickly purchased two giraffes from King Fuad’s
collection. On August 25, 1926, the New York Times printed that Mann had “captured” a
giraffe for the zoo, and revealed that the market value of such a creature was $6,000.
Mann kept the second giraffe a secret until the ship was only a day out from their Boston
dock. He subsequently learned that the winning name of the giraffe-naming contest was
“Hi-boy.” When the manager of the Star heard that Mann had two giraffes on board, he
frantically held a contest to name Hi-Boy’s mate, later chosen to be “Dot.” The only
thing he ever said to Mann when they met was: “Thank goodness, you did not bring
home three.”105
The Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition was a rousing success. In the fall of 1926
Mann returned with 203 crates of animals, including the specifically desired specimens:
giraffes, zebras, and rhinoceroses. The expedition leaders estimated that they had
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collected over 1,700 animals, which represented 200 species. Mann stressed quality, but
he was also no fool. The more animals that boarded the steamer, the more likely some
would be alive when they arrived in Boston. So in January 1927 the official tally of the
animals collected in British East Africa rose to over 2,000 and were valued at $125,000.
The expedition’s success directly catapulted the National Zoo to the forefront of
exhibitions. It was now first in cats, monkeys, antelopes, and bears. Throughout the
expedition Mann also had kept in touch with the press, thereby ensuring widespread
interest and support in the project.106
Mann was both happy and relieved to be back in Washington D. C. The school
children were excited about the giraffes, rhinoceroses, and zebras; scientists were pleased
with the collection, and the public was overjoyed to have been a part of the whole affair.
Another source of his happiness was his marriage to Lucile Quarry whom he had met
while working at the Bureau of Entomology. Quarry edited the monthly Journal of
Entomology for the Bureau. She later admitted that she took an archery course at the
University of Michigan in the place of a biology elective. Nevertheless, Mann’s love of
wildlife eclipsed her disinterest and she was bottle-feeding lion cubs in their apartment.
The two became the beloved first family of the National Zoo.107
Several U. S. presidents followed the growth of the National Zoo with interest.
Many sitting presidents had passed animal gifts along to the Zoo at one time or another,
such as Wilson’s baby opossums and Hoover’s turtle. There was, however, one
president, who was second only to Theodore Roosevelt for the number of animals
received from admirers and then sent to the Zoo. That president was Calvin Coolidge.
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From 1925-1929, President Coolidge was the recipient of a parade of animals—
large and small, common and unusual. One unusual Coolidge pet was Rebecca the
raccoon. It was odd enough for the president to have a pet raccoon, but its story is odder
still. Rebecca had been sent to the president from Nitta Yuma, MS, an unincorporated
Mississippi Delta community, so the president could serve it as part of his Thanksgiving
dinner. Coolidge decided not to eat the raccoon and instead built her a cage near his
office. He walked Rebecca on a leash, and let the raccoon sit in his lap while he worked
in the presidential library. While the Coolidges lived on Dupont Circle awaiting the
renovations to the White House to be completed, Rebecca lived at the National Zoo.
When the Coolidges left Washington D. C. for the Black Hills, they stopped by the Zoo,
retrieved their beloved Rebecca, and retired to South Dakota.108
President and Mrs. Coolidge visited the Zoo frequently. Many of the animals on
exhibit they considered to have been their own. There was a wallaby, an antelope, a
cinnamon bear, a bobcat, lion cubs, and a pygmy hippopotamus. The wallaby came from
an American living in Tasmania and President Coolidge had to look up the description of
the animal in the dictionary. Sadly, the wallaby and the antelope both died soon after
arriving at the Zoo. The bear had come from Oklahoma to the capital in the back of a
truck. Colonel B. R. Pearson from Oklahoma City had captured the bear and chauffeured
him all the way to Washington D. C., along with the Oklahoma City Brass Band. The
band played and Pearson honked his automobile horn until the president came out to
receive the bear. Coolidge apologized for the crowded nature of the White House and
sent the bear to the Zoo.109
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The stories behind the other Coolidge pets are just as interesting. The bobcat—
“Smoky Bob”—was the largest ever caught in the Smoky Mountain region. The Great
Smoky Mountain Conservation Association presented Coolidge with the bobcat, not
because of its size, but because Sevier County where he was caught was the strongest
Republican county in the 1924 election. Coolidge originally wanted to keep the two lion
cubs the mayor of Johannesburg, South Africa sent him on the White House grounds.
But when they arrived, they were so large that Coolidge was compelled to send them to
the Zoo as well. Mann wrote that they were “magnificent lions” and replaced the existing
“low-brow” stock at the Zoo.110
The most endearing animal that connected Calvin Coolidge to the National Zoo
was his pygmy hippopotamus. The animal was only known in Liberia, and in 1927
Harvey S. Firestone captured one on his rubber plantation. He presented the creature to
Coolidge in June and it soon arrived in Washington D. C. Named William Johnson
Hippopotamus, the animal arrived at the National Zoo immediately after its arrival at the
White House. One of only six in captivity in the world, it became an instant favorite
among Zoo goers and one of the most exotic pets a president ever had. Today many of
the pygmy hippos in captivity in the United States trace their ancestry back to “Billy.”111
The presence of presidential pets on the Zoo grounds captured the imagination
and interest of the public, establishing a link between the president and Zoo visitors. This
connection reinforced public involvement with the Zoo and led to increased educational
programs, thereby encouraging public understanding of wild life and nature. Such gifts
to the museum by Coolidge, while ostensibly a necessity rather than for wildlife
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conservation awareness, are part of the lasting legacy of one of the dullest and leastremembered American presidents.112
In 1927 the National Zoo also won international acclaim. The Société Nationale
d’Acclimatation awarded the Zoo the French Silver Medal for the “hitherto unrecorded
feat of hatching and rearing the blue goose.” These geese wintered in the Mississippi
Valley, but had never been seen nesting in the wild. Their young appeared in the spring
and then flew away to the north. Not until 1924 did scientists even know what the
hatchlings looked like. Within three years the keepers at the National Zoo raised not one,
but three goslings to maturity and, as a consequence, gained international attention for its
conservation efforts. Mann believed that the work done at the Zoo was very important;
now the world knew it as well.113
In 1929 the Zoo made headlines again when Stephen Hawels, a Washington
D. C. artist who spent six months on the British Island of Dominica in the Lesser
Antilles, delivered a large parrot to the Zoo. This was not just any parrot; it was an
Imperial parrot, the largest in the parrot family and believed to have been extinct for more
than 50 years. Mann called the rediscovery “an event in ornithology,” and the National
Zoo was at its center. Sometimes luck had a hand in things. Had Hawels lived in Florida
instead of Washington D. C., it might have been years before the Imperial parrot was
rediscovered.114
In August 1929 Mann received a cable from an old friend Harold Coolidge, the
biologist on the Kelly-Roosevelt Expedition to Asia led by Kermit and Theodore
Roosevelt, Jr. The cable reported that a shipment of rare animals, captured by the
expedition, was on its way to the National Zoo. The cargo, which included a gibbon
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family with a nursing baby, Malaysian and a Himalayan bears, five macaque monkeys,
and a bamboo rat, arrived a week later. The macaques turned out to be a
sub-species never before seen, and the bamboo rat was completely new to science.115
The Stock Market crash in October of 1929 and the following depression had
little impact on the Zoo. Since Zoo funds came from Congress and not private sources,
the losses for the park were negligible. In fact, Zoo attendance increased since it was one
of the only places that offered free admission. Throughout the Great Depression,
Washington D. C. residents continued to visit the zoo, even though no new animals
arrived by any means other than birth.
On July 22, 1931, with business as usual at the Zoo, Mann decided in to go to
British Guiana. He maintained that the trip was not an official collecting expedition, but
that he wanted “some small things which are as interesting as the larger ones, but are not
generally on the market.” One of these “small things” was the rare Bush Dog. A month
before, the Bronx Zoo had purchased one from a Portuguese animal dealer. Dr. W. Reid
Blair, director of the New York Zoological Park, said it was one of the rarest animals in
South America—the first at the Bronx Zoo and only the second in captivity in United
States. Along with the Bush Dog Mann and his assistants also desired a Harpy eagle,
which biologists described as the most magnificent and powerful bird of prey known to
man.116
The British Guiana expedition was the first trip in which Mann’s wife, Lucile,
accompanied him. He appointed her the official snake catcher. Lucile Mann had only
recently conquered her fear of reptiles in general and snakes in particular. Mann
therefore decided that the Guiana trip would leave her completely cured of her phobia.
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Lucile was not too worried since this was not an official expedition, so there would be no
pressure to catch and return with specimens. Besides it was to be just her and her husband
on vacation, or so she thought. There was, in fact, another member of the team—Fred
Lowe, assistant head keeper of the Zoo. The three spent ten weeks collecting in British
Guiana.117
The small team collected a large number of specimens while on vacation. They
returned to Washington D. C. with 70 crates filled with 400 animals, but unfortunately,
not one Bush Dog or Harpy eagle. Mann had managed to capture a pair of two-toed
sloths, reported as the only ones in captivity in the United States at that time. They also
returned with several anteaters, a capybara, and small caiman alligators. Lucile Mann
collected over 100 specimens of reptiles and snakes, including a twelve-foot-long boa
constrictor. The trio almost returned with a tapir, but Lowe had some competition. He
reported that after trailing a tapir half the night, he realized that three jaguars had the
same idea. He made a complete circle in the jungle following the tapir and soon returned
to the foot of a large mangrove tree where he had initially starting tracking it. Once there,
he realized that the jaguars had been there just ahead of him. He therefore decided to
abandon his quest for the tapir, and since the National Zoo already had several specimens
of jaguar, he decided not to bother the jaguars either and ultimately returned to camp
empty-handed. Without the tapir, there was only one animal, a small white-lipped
peccary, that needed to be quarantined. The Manns and Lowe trucked the remaining
animals to the Zoo and deposited them in the Zoo’s aviary and new reptile house.118
The Manns barely had time to settle back at home before tragedy struck the Zoo.
In February 1932 N’gi, the gorilla the Smithsonian-Chrysler Expedition had brought to
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the Zoo, contracted pneumonia. N’gi was six-years-old and a favorite of everyone who
visited the Zoo. The public followed his illness very closely. They telephoned the Zoo
constantly, and the newspapers updated his condition daily. On February 27, 1932, Mann
brought an oxygen tent from New York to treat N’gi. It was the first oxygen tent used in
the city, not for a human but a young gorilla. By the time the tent arrived, however, N’gi
had suffered from bronchial pneumonia for a week. The tent seemed to help N’gi and
everyone at the Zoo believed that if he could be kept alive for a few more days, he would
rally and recover. N’gi was so important to the Zoo that Mann and several of his friends
even had his life insured for $10,000.119
The following day N’gi improved. He had eaten a hearty meal the night before
and seemed to be breathing much more easily. Mann also revealed that Eleanor
Patterson, editor of the Washington Herald, had handled all the arrangements and cost for
the oxygen tent. Reports indicated that oxygen administered through tubes showed some
promise, and Patterson, a private citizen, believed that an oxygen tent might aid N’gi’s
recovery.120
The February 29, 1932, edition of the New York Times indicated that N’gi had
“turned the corner in his fight for life.” Doctors revealed that they were sure he was
going to live, and that the oxygen tent had been helpful. As a result the gorilla accepted
water twice that day, the first time in ten days. N’gi also drank two hot toddies made
with two tablespoons of port wine sent to him by Herr von Prittwitz und Gaffron, the
German Ambassador.121
Within two weeks N’gi had a relapse. The treating doctors observed the same
warning signs that humans show when an infection fills the chest cavity. Dr. David
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Buckingham, the Zoo’s veterinarian, immediately operated on N’gi. Utilizing the same
treatments used on humans, he removed more than a quart of “poisonous pus” by
draining his chest. This was the first evidence that not only did apes suffer from some of
the same illnesses as humans, but they also experience them in the same way. Following
the surgery there was much excitement and many believed that the surgery had saved
N’gi’s life.122
While N’gi was convalescing, his doctors moved his oxygen tent to his cage-mate
O’kero. On March 5, 1932, “Snowball” as O’kero was known, began coughing. X-rays
revealed that his right lung was two-thirds blocked. His other lung was completely clear.
His immediate treatment with the available oxygen tent, they concluded, should lead to
his quick recovery without complications. They were correct and O’kero recovered
quickly.123
On March 10, 1932, despite the aid of cutting edge scientific medicine, the sixyear-old N’gi lost his fight with pneumonia. But his passing was not a complete loss.
Scientists, veterinarians, and animal handlers learned valuable lessons from the treatment
of N’gi at the National Zoo. Even after his death, he continued to reveal the secrets of the
great apes. Zoo officials sent N’gi’s body to Johns Hopkins Medical School where it
underwent a minute examination by researchers. They learned about the similarities
between the ape and human immune systems, the structure of the ape brain, and other
anatomical structures. Separately, the Smithsonian had insured N’gi for $3,000, but the
public, Zoo employees, and even scientists believed that N’gi was worth much more than
that.124
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N’gi’s death impacted the Zoo, Washington D. C., and Mann. The Zoo began to
monitor all their apes closely, and implemented new procedures for the quarantining of
sick apes separate from healthy ones. As capital residents mourned the loss of such a
popular zoo animal, the press also became ape-conscious and reports flew off the presses
about sick animals. Even though N’gi lived longer in captivity than any gorilla up to that
time, his loss was still tragic. Zoo visitors also waited anxiously when two chimpanzees,
Teddy and Jo-Jo, fell ill. The chimps lived next to the gorillas at the Zoo and it was very
likely they caught a cold from them. Fortunately, they recovered even more quickly than
O’kero. At the same time Mann took Ngi’s death particularly hard. He told his head
keeper, W. H. Blackburne, that if the Zoo ever got another gorilla, “give it a number
instead of a name and don’t let yourself love it.”125
Treating N’gi’s condition left Mann little time to plan expeditions or expand the
Zoo. Luckily, Mann had commissioned an amateur collector to “do his best” for him.
This was not a random big game hunter, but Lewis Ross Freeman, one of the most
successful professional animal collectors of that time. Mann had met Freeman earlier
while collecting insects in Sumatra. Freeman managed the United States Rubber
Company’s factory there. In July 1932, after 10 months, Freeman delivered nearly 300
animals to the New York docks. Mann, other zoo-directors, and private collectors
perused each and every crate, anxious to divide the stock. Mann eventually took the
lion’s share of the collection back to Washington D. C. In fact Freeman had brought
most of the animals specifically for Mann, including twelve blood pythons. Mann had
only seen one in an American zoo, and Freeman brought twelve! Sadly, on September 15,
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1932, Freeman was killed in an automobile accident in Detroit, Michigan. It was his
thirtieth birthday and he had only been back in the United States for two months.126
In 1933 a new president brought a New Deal. Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal
programs benefitted not only the American people suffering from the Great Depression,
but also nearly every public zoo in the United States. The National Zoo received enough
Civil Works Administration monies to significantly expand its facilities. Zoo officials
built three stone houses for hardy ruminants—cows, llamas, giraffes, bison and their
relatives. Mann had a swan pond built and a rocky mount for the high-climbing goats.
Visitors to the Zoo also benefitted from New Deal funding with a newly-finished mile of
footpaths throughout the Zoo.127
Gifts, although reduced in size, continued to benefit the Zoo. At the close of 1935
the National Zoo boasted 2,170 animals. Since Mann’s first collecting expedition in
1925, the modest gifts, although still very much appreciated, began to wane. Many
newspapers only reported animal gifts if they were extremely exotic animals, or if their
donors were well-known, such as when President Roosevelt’s grandchildren Eleanor and
Curtis Dall, better known as “Sistie” and “Buzzie,” gave an alligator to the Zoo.
Nevertheless, despite depression conditions, gifts to the National Zoo continued.128
One such gift met the criteria of being both exotic and well-known. In the spring
of 1934 Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus gave the Zoo their veteran elephant
“Babe.” Thought to be the oldest elephant in captivity, estimated between 80 and 100
years, Babe plodded up more main streets than any other animal in the world. She spent
three years in “lush” retirement under the care of Dr. Mann, who convinced the
elephant’s owners to send her to the National Zoo. Babe was as famous as any animal
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and as popular with the local Washington D. C. children as N’gi. She died on August 9,
1937, after tripping over the doorsill of her paddock, falling, and never rising again.
Mann, who was collecting in Sumatra, missed the death of one of his favorite charges.129
In 1937, according to Mann, the National Geographic Society-Smithsonian
Institution Expedition to the Dutch East Indies represented the longest title ever used for
an expedition. The expedition lived up to its name. The nine-month voyage took Mann
and his crew completely around the world. They stopped many places on the way to their
intended target—the island of Sumatra. Stopovers, and brief collecting trips, included
Africa, India, and the South Asian mainland. In addition to Dr. and Mrs. Mann, two of
Mann’s assistants, Malcolm Davis and Roy Jennifer, accompanied the expedition. A third
party member, Dr. Maynard Williams, from the National Geographic Society remained in
Sumatra in order to take more photographs for the National Geographic Magazine.130
The National Geographic Society-Smithsonian Institution Expedition to the Dutch
East Indies was different from previous expeditions in one critical way—Mann took
animals with him. He brought several native North American species, such as bison,
opossum, and raccoon, in order to trade with local zoos for their native species. Mann
concluded that such American novelties were as interesting to foreign lands as tigers or
pangolins were to American zoo-goers. Mann also relied more and more on native
amateur collectors to bring “pets” into camp. He purchased many pre-caged Javanese
birds in this manner. Sometimes a mix-up occurred. One amateur Javanese collector
brought Mann a creature he was absolutely sure was new to science and never seen
before on the island. He was correct. The mysterious creature turned out to be one of the
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American opossums Mann had with him. It had found a weak spot in its cage and
wandered away. The naturalist found him eight miles from Mann’s camp.131
Mann’s expedition soon became a traveling zoo. The size of the animal collection
grew so large that whenever and wherever the team made port or camp, natives flocked to
see the animals. School children on field trips viewed the animals and visited the people
who cared for them. The logistical problems of transporting such a vast menagerie
caused the expedition to stop in Halifax, Canada, before it returned to the United States.
They were running low on bananas, and had only six left when they docked in Halifax,
after starting with more than a ton. They also carried 250 pounds of string beans, 1,250
pounds of sweet potatoes, 100 dozen eggs, 75 pounds of peanuts, 90 pounds of papaya,
900 pounds of fresh grass, 600 pounds of frozen beef, 100 pounds of frozen fish, and
several crates each of evaporated milk and strained honey. 132
On September 22, 1937, the British freighter Silverash, with her crew and
passengers from the expedition, finally arrived in New York Harbor. The members
returned with more than photographs for National Geographic. After all, Mann had
specific requests to fill, and one animal had been on Mann’s collection list before. A tenyear-old Washington D. C. boy named Arthur Arundal had produced a mimeographed
newspaper called Nicky’s News. In his inaugural issue he wrote that Dr. Mann, of the
National Zoo, was a very nice man who had a “very nice” building for giraffes, yet he
had no giraffes. The newspaper, he wrote, believed this was wrong. Mann therefore
corrected this oversight by bringing back four, one of which they named “Nicky” in
honor of the young boy’s editorial paper. Also on board was the trip’s mascot, Hagry, a
seven-month-old tiger. The ship’s crew grew fond of the little cub, which became quite
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tame during the ten-month excursion. Once the ship docked, they unloaded 74 crates of
animals, 112 crates of birds, 30 crates of reptiles, and nearly a score of hoofed animals.
They sent the hoof stock to quarantine and the other crates arrived at the National Zoo by
express freight. A total of approximately 1,500 birds and beasts arrived alive in
Washington D. C., including several leopards, a mate for the Zoo’s female orangutan, and
a Komodo dragon that escaped temporarily on the ship.133
The Komodo dragon’s escape was not the only mishap aboard ship. During a
heavy squall one of the giraffe crates, a large box over eleven-feet-high, broke loose and
slid back and forth on the heaving deck. It took the efforts of the entire crew to lash the
crate back down safely. When they finally arrived in Halifax another giraffe concern
arose. The temperature had dropped below 60 degrees Fahrenheit once the ship left the
Gulf Stream. The ship’s chief engineer and electrician spent an entire day installing 500watt lamps in the giraffe crates to keep the chill of the night air at bay. Significant
improvements, both in animal science and in living conditions, allowed many more
animals to survive this transport across the ocean. Mann and the Zoo attendants kept 900
individuals, representing 172 different species from the expedition, trading the remaining
600 to other zoos.134
By 1938 the National Zoo was not the largest zoo in the United States, but it was
one of the finest in the world. A mortality rate of 14 percent was well below the average
rate of 25 percent at other zoos. Under the care of the Zoo many animals greatly
exceeded their known life spans in the wild. Larger species, including antelope and the
more robust hoof stock, averaged 12 to 15 years and several bears lived at the National
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Zoo for more than 30 years. A Bengal tiger died at the age of 21, after 17 years at the
Zoo, and an African elephant had been a resident for 24 years.135
Mann’s popularity increased with every article on, expedition for, or new animal
introduced at the Zoo. It seemed that nearly everyone knew, or at least knew about, the
affable, rumpled director of the National Zoo. His pleasing personality and enthusiasm
infected others. For example, Captain Robert “Bob” Bartlett, the Arctic explorer who led
expeditions for the Smithsonian secured two walrus pups to bring back to Washington D.
C. for Mann. Unfortunately, Mann was away on the National-Geographic-Smithsonian
Expedition to the Dutch East Indies and was not available to take charge of Bartlett’s
pups. They instead went to Marlin Perkins, the director of the Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago, Illinois.136
Animals arrived at the Zoo even if Mann was not the one that acquired them. In
August 1938 Bartlett was back in the Arctic again. This time his expedition for the
Smithsonian Institution hunted narwhal, a cetacean with one large incisor resembling the
mythical unicorn’s horn protruding from its jaw. The hunting party made it as far north
as Cape Sabine, Ellesmereland, where they hoisted the New York World’s Fair 1939 flag.
Bartlett also collected two more walrus pups for Mann and returned to the east coast. The
museum received the narwhals and the Zoo became home to the pups. Mann was thrilled,
even if they did have to scramble to make accommodations for the rapidly growing new
arrivals.
Enlisted men in the military also gave the Zoo more than a few of its interesting
creatures. David Frazeur, a sailor aboard the Steel Navigator, took his shore leave as
soon as the shipped docked in Sumatra. He woke up the following morning in his bunk,
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aboard ship, with a “scaly, lizard-like creature… with a stubby snout and a tongue that
looked like a worm.” He named it Pandora, fed it on milk and egg yolks, and brought it
back to the United States. Pandora was a pangolin, one of the scaly anteaters native to
the South Pacific islands. Frazeur did not learn this until he presented the National Zoo
with his unusual pet. Ernest Pillsbury, acting Zoo director while Mann was on
expedition, identified the mammal. As far as he knew, Pandora was the only pangolin in
captivity, and certainly the only one in the United States.137
Mann did not sit back and wait for the animals to come to him. Just as he never
stayed still long as a child, Mann was also restless as an adult. The trading of indigenous
American fauna had been so successful in the Dutch East Indies that Mann decided to try
it again, this time in South America. On April 7, 1939, Mann, Lucile, Dr. John H. Grey,
former president of the American Economic Association, now aide to Mann, and Bill
Shippen, a reporter from the Washington Star, left New York and sailed for Argentina.
They took along prairie dogs, a bald eagle, bison, and raccoons to exchange for native
South American animals held in zoos in Buenos Aires and Rosario.138
The trip proved successful for the Manns, even if Shippen found it a bit dull.
They augmented their collection while in Buenos Aires and loaded 72 crates containing
about 350 specimens onto the steamship Argentina. The cargo included tapirs, cavies
(guinea pigs), anteaters, wild dogs, and birds, ranging in size from the great rhea to the
diminutive oriole. The Washington Star newspaper gave Shippen the job of recording the
adventures of the expedition. Unfortunately, trading and caring for animals allowed very
little time for adventure. An injury to Shippen’s finger was the only accident on the
whole trip. The incident involved Shippen and his duties with watering pans in the 60
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cages on deck. One morning, while refilling the Brazilian white-faced tree ducks’ water,
one nibbled at his finger. Mann had Shippen so worried about infection that he found the
ship’s medical officer and had the slight scratch cleaned and bandaged immediately.
Shippen said he could never write his boss that he had traveled 16,000 miles only to be
bitten by a duck.139
Five months after the South American expedition the world was once again at
war. From September 3, 1939, to December 7, 1941, the United States remained neutral
in the Second World War (1939-1945). During this time as European nations fought over
territory and treasure, Mann and his wife sailed from New York to Monrovia, Liberia, in
early February 1940. Two zookeepers, Ralph Norris and Roy Jennier, accompanied the
Manns in order to aid in the care of the animals they captured. On March 9, 1940, the
Smithsonian-Firestone Expedition arrived in Monrovia, and the team camped and
managed their expedition from Harvey Firestone’s rubber plantation. Mann captured two
pygmy hippos similar to the one Firestone sent President Coolidge in 1927. In addition
to the base camp, Firestone also offered considerable monetary support for the
expedition, which was why it bore his name.140
In October 1941 Mann returned from Monrovia with 500 specimens, representing
56 species. The expedition members had planned to stay for three months, but collecting
went so well they stayed for nearly five months. Many species among the 500 specimens
were even more exotic than the pygmy hippopotamus. Their cargo included the
chevrotain, or water deer, which stood less than one foot tall, with no antlers, and
supported itself on legs “no thicker than an ordinary lead pencil,” as well as numerous
cats, antelopes, red cows, and a zebra antelope (the extremely rare okapi). Biologists
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had assumed that the okapi was extinct, linking it to fossils from much farther north in
Europe. Mann had also met with native villagers to secure some chimpanzees that local
hunters had recently captured. The acquisition of the chimps occurred on the fifth and
final trip into Liberia’s interior, bringing the Smithsonian-Firestone Expedition to a
close.141
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in Hawaii, officially
ending the U. S. neutrality, as well as Mann’s collecting expeditions for a few years.
While the war ravaged Europe, and parts of Asia, Mann’s concerns at the Zoo were less
about bombings and more about rationing. Like others on the homefront, Mann supported
the war effort and cut back wherever he could. No new construction took place; he never
even considered the idea. Mann lamented, however, that some food items could not be
purchased at all, while the ones he could find had greatly increased in price. The Zoo
once purchased “good beef” for $6.90 per hundred pounds. During the war they
substituted horsemeat. Many of the tropical birds that the Zoo staff believed could only
survive on bananas, throve quite well on a war diet of mashed boiled sweet and white
potatoes with added sweetening. Mann proudly reported: “Our charges accommodated
themselves to the new conditions, and there were no complaints.”142
Not surprisingly, the turmoil in Europe affected other aspects of zoos. Mann’s
Smithsonian-Firestone Expedition was one of the last to return to the United States before
new post war quarantine laws took affect. The new statutes required animals to remain
60 days on their native continent before they could be brought into the United States. As
a consequence Europe lost its position as the animal-trading region of the world. To
combat a feared “shortage of animals” William Mann, Fairfield Osborn, Marlin Perkins,
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and other zoo directors met to discuss their options. Their proposal called for an East
African “Ellis Island” where animal “immigrants” could wait under the full control of the
Americans that had secured their capture. Mombasa was the island of choice.143
There was, however, another option. Zoo curators began to discuss the possibility of the
animals reproducing themselves through experimental breeding. Animals would be
transferred between zoos around the country in order to expand existing gene pools and
hopefully increase their numbers before the shortage of animals became drastic. They
also agreed to establish a breeding area south of the Bronx River in New York. As a
result, the National Zoo, among others, became a leader in the field of conserving and
expanding the wildlife they had already collected.144
On September 2, 1945, the Japanese surrendered in the Pacific and the Second
World War ended. As the gears of war slowly ground to a halt, U. S. zoos began to
slowly come back to life. However, it took three years for business to return to normal at
the National Zoo, and even then the additions were small. For example, in March 7,
1948, two cuzumbies arrived at the Zoo from Colombia. Closely related to kinkajous,
Mann believed the cuzumbies were the first specimens of their kind ever exhibited in an
American zoo.145
World War II effectively shrank the world and once the Zoo began receiving
animals again, they arrived from across the globe. In June 1948, the Navy utilized a
helicopter to catch penguins in Antarctica. Malcolm Davis, bird curator at the National
Zoo, had requested the animals. The method was less than scientific: the pilot flew low
above the penguins driving them inland and when sufficiently cornered, two crewmen
exited the helicopter and tackled the penguins. This was a strange assignment for navy
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men who had only recently been hunting German submarines. Nevertheless, this
unconventional method helped to usher the animal trade into the aerial age.
That same summer India went further to cement friendships by providing wildlife
to the United States. The Prime Minister of India, Pandit Nehru, presented two baby
elephants, Shanti and Ashok, to the “children of the nation’s capital.” The elephants
were originally set to arrive in Washington D. C. by air, but their bulk made that option
too costly. As far as Mann knew, this was the first time that the idea of shipping such
large animals by air instead of sea was considered.146
By the end of the 1940’s Mann became the acknowledged international
professional for animal handling. In September 1949 fishermen off the coast of South
Korea captured a giant sea turtle. The Seoul Zoo quickly contacted the National Zoo to
get the latest care instructions for turtles. Mann recommended ocean fish and fish scraps.
He also concluded that if the animal was actually seven-years-old it was a new world
record. As a wildlife consultant, Mann was now answering questions from around the
world and not just responding to local children concerned with sick birds.147
In 1950 the Smithsonian published an illustrated account of all the holdings at the
Institution. The volume highlighted the collections in the National Art Gallery, the
National Art Museum, and the Air Museum. Reviewers favored the inclusion of the
National Zoo as well, with details of Mann’s exploits to the ends of the earth and his
capture of many of the Zoo’s 3,500 animals. As a result, the book includes many
photographs of beloved Zoo inhabitants. Even after the passing of animal favorites, the
public still enjoyed seeing photographs of N’gi the gorilla and Babe the elephant. Sales of
the book indicated that the Zoo was as popular as ever, and attendance increased daily.148
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That same year the Zoo lost one of its most familiar faces and Mann lost a close
friend. William H. Blackburne died on March 16, 1950, at the age of 93. Blackburne had
worked ten years for the Barnum and Bailey Circus before he came to the National Zoo.
In 1891 he became head animal keeper and never missed a day at the Zoo until his
retirement soon after N’gi’s death. He was also Mann’s first boss when he worked at the
Zoo as a youth in 1904. From the earliest days of the Zoo until his death, Blackburne
saw his responsibilities increase exponentially, from a few hundred animals to over
3,000. Their friendship lasted all of Blackburne’s life.149
In the early 1950s war once again affected Zoo operations. In June of 1950
hostilities broke out in Korea between the north and south. Although not on the scale of
World War II, the Korean War (1950-1953) lasted long enough to draw funding away
from government-run organizations. Even though there were no strict rations enforced,
the Zoo did not collect or purchase animals during wartime. Mann reported in 1952 that
the 1,721 animal removals through death and exchange with other zoos that year
exceeded their acquisitions by 146. Many of these acquisitions were gifts from the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the United States Army Medical Unit in
Malaya. Despite fewer acquisitions, 1951 attendance records indicated 3,300,000 people
had visited 2,675 animals. By the end of the Korean conflict, Mann reported that the Zoo
received, birthed, or hatched, 2,250 new animals. By contrast to 1952, the Zoo only lost
2,011, and Zoo attendance had increased to 3,616,00.150
Early in 1954 the press refocused their attention back on the Zoo. Wildlife
donations began pouring in and each one had an interesting story. The newspapers
printed the stories, the public read about them, and then Americans visited the Zoo to
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view the curious creatures. This sequence of events gave the public an understanding of
the animals that they may not have had otherwise. One such news report concerned
Jocko, an American bald eagle. On Chassel Bay, Michigan, Otto Ruotsi, an ice
fisherman, had found the eagle with an injured wing and unable to fly. After coaxing him
with some raw rabbit meat and a tumbler of whiskey, Ruotsi caught the animal. Covering
the local story, John W. Rice, editor of the Houghton Mining Gazette, therefore made
arrangements to send Jocko to William Mann at the National Zoo. Since bald eagles were
rare in captivity, and Jocko was obviously not fit to remain in the wild, Mann agreed to
take him. Jocko’s wing soon healed and he lived many “happy years” at Rock Creek.151
That spring Mann received two of the strangest animals in the world. The
government of New Zealand presented Mann and the Zoo with a tuatara lizard. The
tuatara had remained nearly unchanged from its ancestors dating back to the time of the
dinosaurs. The lizard was essentially a 65-million-year-old living fossil. New Zealand
officials sent the lizard to Rock Creek for research purposes. Studied at the National
Park, the tuatara provided scientists with a glimpse into the evolutionary development of
reptiles, which they otherwise would only have been able to guess. The other unusual
specimen was the fabled giant armadillo of South America. Scientists from the United
States had heard stories of the armor-plated creature, but they believed that such an
account of a giant version of the American armadillo was either folklore or superstition.
Contrary to such reports, the National Zoo acquired the giant armadillo as a gift from an
American survey team in Brazil and the Zoo became the first in the United States to
exhibit one.152
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By June of 1954 the Zoo boasted a collection of animals seen nowhere else in the
world such as three sea otters, named Hortense, Aggie, and Peter which hailed from the
Aleutian Islands in the Alaskan Territory. Fishermen caught them alive and the Fish and
Wildlife Service rushed them to Washington D. C. aboard a Boeing 377 airplane called a
“Stratocruiser.” Small and easily handled, the otters did not have the restrictive bulk that
kept the elephants from flying five years earlier. Excited though cautious, Mann noted
that otters had never been exhibited before. They were not only rare, but the odd
conditions of their natural habitat were extremely difficult to simulate within a zoo.
Mann wisely promised nothing, but suggested that “lovers of sea otters” visit the animals
promptly before something happened to them. His fears were warranted, but the otters
surprised him. They thrived at the Zoo. Hunted to near extinction for their fur, which
sold for as much as $2,500 per pelt, the sea otters made a startling comeback due to the
rigid protection and scientific techniques of the National Zoo. The otters, along with the
bison and others, were some of the Zoo’s wildlife conservation success stories.153
Otters were not the most difficult animals to keep at the Zoo. In 1947 the Zoo’s
three emperor penguins had died. They had lived longer in captivity than any others; two
lived five years and nine months, while the third lived for six years and three months. In
February 1955 the U.S. Navy icebreaker Atka captured 11 penguins on an expedition to
Antarctica. By March they were bound for the United States to replace the three dead
penguins. Once word leaked of their pending arrival, zoos from nearly every state made
offers. The Secretary of the Navy, Charles S. Thomas, however, wrote to Mann at the
National Zoo and told him: “They are all yours.”154
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The penguins did not have a comfortable journey to the United States. They
arrived by way of Buenos Aires by ship. There, Argentine officials had to decide
whether or not the penguins could be placed aboard a plane as unaccompanied baggage,
which they ultimately did. Meanwhile, Mann reviewed his options. The Zoo had no place
to house or exhibit the seven Emperor penguins, the largest of the species, or the four
smaller Adelie penguins. On the other hand, the birds were now officially government
property and Mann could not just give away government property. The trip, however,
was not without loss and one of the Adelie penguins died upon arrival at the Zoo and two
more perished soon afterwards. The lone survivor acclimated well at the Zoo and lived
for many years in its air-conditioned quarters.155
Mann’s ultimate decision for the seven Emperors was to loan two penguins to the
Bronx Zoo, while keeping the other five at the National Zoo. William Bridges, the Bronx
Zoo director, boasted that his facility had the “biggest and the best facilities for penguins
in the world.” Mann therefore shipped them to New York, making the Bronx Zoo only
second in the world after the zoo at Basel, Switzerland, to successfully hold emperor
penguins in captivity.156
The penguins at the Bronx Zoo did better than those at the National Zoo. By July
1955 all five of the Emperor Penguins in Washington D. C. had died of a fungus
infection. Mann had the best veterinarians on staff, he only used filtered air in their airconditioned cage, and he fed them five sea trout from Chesapeake Bay each day. Puzzled,
Mann could not explain their deaths as they had the same care and diet as the pair at the
Bronx Zoo. By contrast, the Bronx penguins thrived and even laid an egg shortly after
arrival.157
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On July 1, 1956, Mann turned 70-years-old, the age at which federal government
statutes required retirement. Mann, however, was not going to leave his service at the
Zoo on the sour note of the penguin deaths. Fortunately in September Mann received the
first white rhinoceroses ever displayed on the North American continent. This
acquisition helped relieve his disappointment about losing the penguins and distracted the
public to a other attractions. On September 5, the rhinoceros pair, Willy and Lucy, went
on exhibit at the National Zoo. Visitors marveled that the white rhinos were actually
brown. Mann explained that the confusion was a result of the similarity of the Dutch
word wijd, which meant “wide,” a reference to the broad flat lips of the rhino, and the
English word “white.” Thus, the Zoo had another remarkable “first” attraction to add to
its reputation, and Mann was at the helm again.158
On October 21, 1956, William Mann officially retired from the National
Zoological Park. He had been director for 31 of the Zoo’s 66 years. Dr. Leonard
Carmichael, secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, announced that Mann had been
appointed as an honorary research associate and would remain as part of the Zoo. The
entire Smithsonian family rejoiced that Mann’s retirement was not the end of his career
and he would continue his active role in the Zoo’s future.159
It seemed that everyone loved the energetic Zoo director. The Saturday Evening
Post called him “the funniest man in the zoo.” His friends ranged from bizarre circus
sideshow “freaks” to the esteemed Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, who
called Mann the “little ant catcher.” Mann visited Holmes in the hospital a few hours
before he died and the two laughed so loud at Mann’s stories that the nurses came in to
check on them. Other associates appreciated that he operated the zoo with complete
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democracy; any Zoo visitor or employee could equally pique Mann’s interest and receive
an invitation to have lunch with the director. Other days, while he made his rounds at the
Zoo, Mann would frequently invite a visitor or guest to a dinner held at the Zoo
restaurant. He would then seat them around the same table, notoriously placing circus
fire-eaters next to visiting foreign royalty.160
As a research associate at the National Zoo, Mann continued to spend nearly
every one of his post-retirement days at the Zoo. He and his wife continued to live across
the street within earshot of the animals. He still met with the Anteaters Club every fall
for their annual luncheon. The club had met since 1943 when Mann and Gorden Leech,
then the manager of anteaters at the Zoo, had speculated about eating bison steak after the
receiving two new bison. The new arrivals were not harmed, but thereafter the Anteaters
Club members, including Mann, met with the sole purpose of dining on the most exotic
wild game they could acquire. The event had become so popular that by 1957 the ranks
had soared to over 1,800 members.161
Mann continued to be on hand when special cargo arrived at the Zoo. On
November 23, 1958, Lobita arrived, one of few remaining Texas red wolves. Coyotes had
begun encroaching on the red wolves native territory and, by inbreeding, were driving the
reds to extinction. To preserve the pure red wolf bloodline, the Zoo took charge of
Lobita and others. Genetic testing many years later allowed zoos to trade pure-blood red
wolves and eventually release them back into the wild. Lobita lived out her life at the
National Zoo while Mann and Zoo employees worked to save the species. The next
month Mann was present for another special acquisition. Alaska officials presented
President Dwight D. Eisenhower with 14 reindeer in appreciation for Alaskan statehood.
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State officials flew the reindeer from the Arctic Circle to Fairbanks, Alaska. Then, on
December 5 a freighter steamed them into Seattle, Washington. The animals traveled the
remainder of the 5,100 miles to the Zoo by truck. 162
Mann worked on projects other than animal acquisition. From late 1958 to early
1959 Mann helped establish the Friends of the National Zoo In return, the organization
lobbied for over a year to persuade Congress to fund the Zoo’s budget through the
Smithsonian Institution. Once approved, this agreement removed the need for
congressional appropriations and placed the Zoo on firmer financial footings, allowing
for a robust period of growth and improvements.163
By late 1959 Mann’s lifelong cigarette habit began to take its toll. His bouts with
malaria in his youth had left his body in a weaker state than his 73-year-old physique
revealed. Through the winter of 1959-1960 he fought pneumonia and influenza. He
recovered in the spring, but never fully regained strength. Mann spent his birthday, July
1, visiting the Zoo and even though he moved little more slowly, he still had time to
answer questions or chat with Zoo visitors. On October 10, 1960, Mann died in his home
from complications of pneumonia and influenza. He spent his final hours in his bed
listening to the cacophony of animal sounds that drifted from the Zoo.164
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Plate 18. William Mann post retirement. From Annual Report 1957, 90.
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Conclusion
An End and a Beginning

For over 30 years William M. Mann was a pioneer at the National Zoo and a
champion of wildlife conservation. He led numerous collecting expeditions to fill the
exhibits at the Zoo, and added to his own personal ant collection, totaling over 117,000
specimens, which he donated to the Smithsonian Institution. He developed new, more
humane techniques for zoo operations and was responsible for introducing many new
species to the Zoo. During his tenure at the Zoo, 1925-1956, and later as an honorary
researcher for another four years, he oversaw the building of four new exhibition houses,
including the elephant and the highly-specialized reptile houses. Throughout his life, the
stocky man in “formally unkempt clothes” with child-like enthusiasm never lost his love
and genuine awe for nature.165
American wildlife conservation began in earnest in 1891 with the creation of the
National Zoological Park at Rock Creek Park in Washington, D. C. While serving as its
director, Mann led the National Zoo’s original charge to preserve the last of the American
Bison, and then took it one step further. Under Mann, the Zoo also saved otters, red
wolves, and other indigenous wildlife from extinction. Throughout his tenure, Mann
personally traveled the world collecting endangered wildlife in order to preserve their
species at the National Zoo. He became a prominent figure in the animal-collecting
sphere by bringing native fauna from the United States in order to trade to foreign zoos.
This novel approach to animal trading has since become commonplace for all zoos
registered with the Association of Zoos and Aquariums.
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As director Mann began the trend towards global cooperation among zoos. This
ultimately led to an advanced network of specialists caring for the world’s wildlife with
the aid of cutting edge scientific advancements. Thanks to Mann’s work at the National
Zoo, zoos were able to move beyond mere collections of exotic and curious animals to
institutions that would care for the animals within their walls, as well as those in the wild.
Mann charted a course that nearly all zoos emulate today.
Even with strict budgets and meager appropriations from Congress, Mann
managed to fill the Zoo with exotic, endangered, and interesting exhibits. He personally
traveled thousands of miles to locate, barter, or capture thousands of wildlife specimens.
His work in the field led to many innovative procedures for the care and transport of wild
animals. Methods that Mann honed in Africa and Southeast Asia are still employed
today. When a zoo calls for a delivery of animals, whether it is across the street or around
the world, specialists use the capture, restraint, and transport techniques perfected by
William Mann.
As director, Mann wielded publicity as his most powerful tool to expand and
promote wildlife conservation. By keeping the Zoo in the headlines he kept the public’s
attention and interest. Newspapers followed his expeditions doggedly. Each new
adventure meant sales for the newspapers and new exhibits for the Zoo. Visitors flocked
to Rock Creek Park to see the latest big or small game that Mann brought home. They
heard the stories on the radio, or read them in the press, and when they finally viewed the
animals, the public was elated.
Under Mann’s leadership the National Zoo took center stage in Washington, D. C.
As the Zoo gained in popularity, it also acquired a powerful foothold in the realm of
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wildlife conservation. With each new species introduced at the Zoo, the public’s interest
grew and, as a result, so did their concern for animals in the wild. Mann succeeded in
putting a face on unknown wildlife. Nearly every story published about the Zoo became
national headlines. Not only were Washington, D. C. residents reading about Mann’s
exploits, but citizens of any city large enough to have a newspaper could as well. Since
admission to the Zoo was free, many individuals visiting Washington, D. C. had the
opportunity to visit its exhibits. Inadvertently, Mann created a people’s zoo out of the
National Zoo.
Mann’s death on October 10, 1960, left more than the Zoo and his wife behind.
Other Zoo directors came and went, but none matched the vigor and popularity that
William Mann claimed during his life. Although he and Lucile had no children to carry
on their legacy, they reared scores of animal cubs, chicks, and kits in their apartment
across from the Zoo. An unorthodox approach today, Mann’s in-home, one-on-one
approach to animals, particularly those injured or rejected by their mothers, led to the
installment of nurseries in the National Zoo and subsequently at other zoos specifically
for that purpose. Many zoos keep the one-on-one approach but caring for animals within
a human home is rare. Just as Mann perfected many humane capture and transport
techniques in the field, Noah’s wife—Lucile Mann—did the same with many wildlife
pediatric techniques in their home. Today, many of the descendants of the animals reared
in the Mann’s apartment reside at the National Zoo, while others live halfway around the
world.
Every ark needs a Noah and when Mann took the helm of the National Zoo, he
expanded its responsibilities to global proportions. Despite the Zoo and Mann’s humble
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beginnings, both positively revolutionized worldwide wildlife conservation efforts. The
National Zoo expeditions also established new diplomatic ties around the globe. Mann’s
cultural contacts with indigenous people revealed to U. S. residents back home that
despite differences in language and culture, everyone was interested in animals. In a way,
the zoo and wildlife conservation worlds are just now catching up to William Mann’s
vision of wildlife conservation.
As a brilliant entomologist with the Bureau of Entomology under the U. S.
Department of Agriculture and director of the National Zoo in Washington, D. C. Mann
was a visionary. His work at the Bureau of Entomology initiated many new collecting
techniques, as well as international collaboration. At least two species of insects bear his
name, and almost all of his Fiji discoveries were new to science. Throughout his work at
the Zoo, he did not wait for the animals to come to him, he sailed the ark to them. Animal
acquisitions during Mann’s tenure increased at a rate never again duplicated. His trip to
Liberia was the last large scale collecting expedition carried out by any zoo in the world.
He used the same international collaborative techniques that he honed as a traveling “antcatcher” in order to maintain strong acquisition numbers for the Zoo. While on his hunt
to acquire new species, Mann was also the first non-missionary to visit many of the
islands in the South Pacific. While public interest and involvement with the Zoo already
existed, during his tenure Mann fostered that involvement to unprecedented numbers and
effectively popularized wildlife conservation in the United States. Furthermore, with a
burgeoning zoological park at his fingertips, Mann renovated and instituted many
procedures that are commonplace in zoos today. Facilities built for the sole purpose of
raising young animals abandoned by their mothers, adjusted dietary measures, and the
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connection between zookeepers and zoo visitors are three of the best examples. Although
the sparkle in Mann’s eye and his omnipresence at the Zoo are now gone, his legacy—the
National Zoological Park, or the People’s Zoo—continues to inspire and instruct visitors
while protecting and preserving wildlife from around the world.
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Epilogue

Plate 19. Mann and company at the statue honoring the Anteaters's Club, From
Annual Report 1953, 64.

A Hidden Legacy
The work that William M. Mann initiated while director of the National Zoo
influenced many individuals, as well as modern wildlife conservation organizations,
which cite him as their inspiration. Carl Hagenbeck, the legendary animal trader; George
Mottershead, the creator of the Chester Zoo; Gerald Durrell, the founder of the Jersey
Wildlife Preservation Trust; Marlin Perkins, director of the St. Louis Zoo and host of Zoo
Parade and Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom; David Attenborough, host of Zoo Quest
and countless other wildlife documentaries; and Charles Lagus, Attenborough’s
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cameraman and wildlife conservationist in his own right, all stand on the shoulders of
William M. Mann and his work at the National Zoo.
In 1891 the Zoo began with the expressed purpose of saving the last of the
American bison. However by the late 1950s, at a gathering of the nation’s zoo directors,
Mann and others discussed not just endangered animals, but new ways to procure
wildlife. The outcome of this meeting was a turning point for every zoo. The idea of
breeding zoo animals within its confines does not seem revolutionary today, but in the
1950s the practice was largely novel. The National Zoo and others had some experience
with captive breeding programs and endangered species, thereby opening a new era in
zookeeping.
For example, Carl Hagenbeck, Germany’s leading animal trader, crossbred lions
and tigers to offer the more exotic Liger for sale in his wild animal trade business. He
was aware of the National Zoo’s success crossing horses, zebras, and donkeys. By the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, these practices were only used to ensure that
a zoo had more unique specimens than any other. Since the National Zoo was the first to
exhibit certain specimens, ranging from the modest-sized pangolin to the great White
Rhinoceros, it gave them a prominent position in the research of endangered animals. As
a result, Hagenbeck, Mann, and other zoo directors perfected the proper techniques for
more than keeping zoo animals alive; they could now successfully breed them.166
Mann’s travels brought more than animals to the Zoo. He also brought new ideas
and innovations from other zoo directors. For example, when Mann and his wife visited
Hagenbeck’s Zoo they noticed that he utilized large open paddocks for his animals with
no bars; instead, moats separated the animals from the visitors. Back in Washington D.
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C. Mann implemented these conditions where he could and adapted others. For example,
it was easier to build the new paddocks from scratch rather than to renovate existing ones.
For burgeoning zoos this was the perfect solution. George Mottershead, a late
contemporary of Mann and a student of Hagenbeck’s open-air school of zookeeping,
opened his own zoo in Chester, England, with the same barless, open-air, and moat
design. The paddocks at Mottershead’s Chester Zoo kept his lions so comfortable that
they increased in sufficient number that within two years Chester had sent lions to all the
zoos in Europe. Mann also met and compared notes with Mottershead. Together, along
with ideas that he and Hagenbeck had discussed, Mann and the Zoo’s architect designed
the new animal enclosures built in Washington D. C. Other American zoos soon noticed
and began implementing Hagenbeck’s European style that Mann imported to the United
States.167
How did Mann and the National Zoo impact the future of wildlife conservation?
The answer is through those who followed his example such as author and
conservationist Gerald Durrell, who in 1958 founded the Jersey Zoo in England. That
same year he visited South America to collect some of the most endangered animals he
could find, using the same methods that Mann had perfected. This was not Durrell’s first
expedition. He had served as a private collector for British Zoos for ten years. Those
expeditions yielded the same successes as the American Frank Buck’s expeditions in the
1930s. In the process Durrell and his team collected as many animals as they could in
order to fill zoo orders. Observing first hand the National Zoo’s success and Mann’s
devotion to its animals, and wildlife in general, Durrell opened his Jersey Zoo and soon
began a legacy of conservation projects of his own.168
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The Jersey Zoo opened to the public on March 26, 1959. As the zoo grew in size,
so did the number of projects undertaken to save threatened wildlife in other parts of the
world. On July 6, 1963, Durrell was instrumental in founding the Jersey Wildlife
Preservation Trust. This organization addressed logistical issues that accompanied
increased zoo populations, namely the management difficulties of zoo and wildlife
habitats. In 1971 the Trust opened a wing of the Wildlife Preservation Trust International
in the United States. Such projects allowed zoos to work internationally to help
conservation efforts at home and abroad.
Durrell's initiatives and work at the Jersey Zoo quickly became well-known
throughout the zoo world. In 1971 he helped the Fauna and Flora Preservation Society
initiate the first World Conference on Breeding Endangered Species in Captivity as an
Aid to their Survival. The following year England’s Princess Anne became a patron of
the Trust, which brought it into the media limelight. Today the Jersey Zoo is one of most
prestigious and successful breeding programs in the world. Durrell also visited the island
of Mauritius several times and coordinated large-scale conservation efforts there. He
began captive breeding programs for native birds and reptiles, initiated efforts for the
ecological recovery of the island, trained local staff, and set up conservation facilities
both on Mauritius and in England. In 1984 his efforts paid off with the founding of the
Mauritian Wildlife Foundation.169
Marlin Perkins, director of the St. Louis Zoo and a contemporary of Mann,
became a famous wildlife conservationist in his own right. Perkins was in attendance at
the 1941 meeting to discuss the future of animal collecting. Perkins, Mann, and others
discussed the need to protect wildlife in zoos and in the wild. From 1950-1957 Perkins
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hosted Zoo Parade, a television program that originated with his work as director at the
Lincoln Park Zoo before moving to the St. Louis Zoo in 1962. The program showed the
true nature of wildlife in their natural habitat. As a result of his work on Zoo Parade,
Perkins accepted a host position with another nature show. In 1963 he began his new
position that would make him and wildlife conservation a household name in the United
States. The famed nature show was Wild Kingdom produced by Mutual of Omaha.
Building on Mann’s example, Perkins used Wild Kingdom to give many Americans their
first exposure to the wildlife conservation movement. In many ways Wild Kingdom
became a filmed version of the many letters and telegrams Mann sent back while on
expedition. As a result, his enormous fame rose during his long television career,
allowing Perkins to become an advocate for the protection of endangered species.170
In 1970 Perkins retired from active zookeeping. Like Mann, Perkins’ employers
at the St. Louis Zoo bestowed the title of Director Emeritus on him. In 1971 Perkins also
helped establish The Wild Canid Survival and Research near St. Louis. This wolf
sanctuary was instrumental in breeding wolves for eventual replacement into their natural
habitats. He continued to work on Wild Kingdom for another fifteen years before health
reasons forced him to retire permanently. Even in retirement the eighty-year-old Perkins
never lost his passion or integrity. For example in 1982, the Fifth Estate, a subsidiary of
CBC journalism, examined the question of whether producers of nature documentaries
ever interfered with nature for dramatic purposes. Bob McKeown reported that a Disney
documentary had spliced film footage together to show the phenomenon of lemmings
plunging to their death over cliffs in the appearance of a mass suicide. When McKeown
interviewed Perkins about truth and fiction in wildlife programs, his insinuation that
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Perkins had done the same clearly hit a nerve. The octogenarian Perkins firmly asked for
the camera to be turned off and got up from his chair, walked over, and punched a
shocked McKeown in the face. Perkins died four years later on June 14, 1986.171
One of the most famous naturalists in the world today can also trace his
conservation ancestry back to Mann. Since the 1950s David Attenborough has been a
household name, one that was synonymous with nature. At the time animal adventure
films were popular, such as the videos of Frank Buck’s collecting trips, as well as
newspaper reports of Mann’s expeditions. Such exploits left the public wanting more, and
from 1954-1963 Attenborough and the British Broadcasting Company capitalized on this
by hosting Zoo Quest. This program was similar to Perkins’ Zoo Parade and Wild
Kingdom in that the program showed exotic animals in their natural habitat. The London
Zoo funded Zoo Quest for the purpose of capturing animals for exhibition in their zoo, so
they were akin to Durrell’s early work as well. Aside from the private funding from the
zoo, the show’s expeditions mirrored the ones Mann led to Africa, Asia, and South
America during his years at the National Zoo. Zoo Quest visited some of the same
regions of the world and used many of the same contacts as Mann, although the natives
were slightly older in 1955. The most popular broadcast was Zoo Quest for a Dragon in
which Attenborough and cameraman Charles Lagus traveled to Komodo in search of the
largest lizard in the world.172
Today David Attenborough remains one of the strongest voices for the wildlife
conservation movement. Throughout his career Attenborough, although unaware of his
debt to William Mann, championed the cause of wildlife conservation in much the same
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manner. Even though Attenborough utilized more technological advances than were
available to Mann in the 1930s, he is still a firm link in the chain of Mann’s efforts.173
In turn, the men that Mann inspired then influenced others. From 1958-1964
Charles Lagus, Attenborough’s cameraman for most of his documentaries, became a
leading conservationist in his own right. In particular, he co-led and filmed Operation
Noah. The documentary concerned the fate of thousands of animals following the
building of the Kariba Dam on the Zambezi River, which displaced thousands of native
Rhodesian tribes. The largest hydroelectric dam in the world created Lake Kariba and
provided power for most of the country. In the process, however, it flooded the Zambezi
Valley—home to thousands of native animals. The lake took five years to fill and
authorities assumed that the animals would instinctively move to higher ground. In fact
they did, but the shape of the Zambezi Valley left hundreds of islands in the center of the
lake. This higher ground would not last forever and thousands of animals who fled there
were in danger of drowning.174
The Zambezi Valley wildlife rescue operation lasted five years. Lagus’s team
liberated over 6,000 animals from the rising waters by boat, crate, or homemade barge.
They relocated elephants, antelopes, rhinos, lions, leopards, zebras, warthogs, small birds,
and even snakes to the mainland on either bank of Lake Kariba, which was part of
Matusadona National Park. During the transit, the team found that woman’s stockings
made the best restraints, since ropes would chaff or burn the animals. As a result, Lagus’
film attracted worldwide attention and the international request for used stockings or
tights resulted in enough donations to complete the project without any rope restraint.175
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During the 1950s and 1960s, interest in wildlife conservation gained worldwide
popularity. Hosts of television programs and eager public viewers became more familiar
with wildlife and nature than previous generations. As those viewers matured and had
children, their love of and interest in nature passed to their offspring. But over the years
many people forgot the contributions of individuals and institutions such as William
Mann and the National Zoo that influenced modern naturalists and wildlife
conservationists.
Although unheralded at the time, Mann’s influence on wildlife conservation is
readily apparent to this day. Both his successes and failures at the National Zoological
Park provided independent confirmation or contradiction of the policies and operations of
other zoos. Mann and his contemporaries worked and revitalized the nature of caring for
live animals on exhibit. Their efforts now form the basis for the care and breeding of
nearly every animal exhibited in zoos today. Many of his contemporaries are well known
and loved by the public even today. Mann’s influence is more nedulous, and his name is
known only in small circles. Through nature documentaries and wildlife films, his
disciples fostered interest in wildlife that Mann first popularized in the press of his day.
The success of the wildlife conservation movement, created by students of Mann, his
contemporaries, and the National Zoo, provide a lasting legacy that may not be as hidden
as its most successful director—William M. Mann.
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Appendix A: Langley Letter to Congress
MY DEAR SIR: I write what follows in accordance with the suggestions of your
yesterday’s letter, intending it for your consideration and that of the committee.
From all parts of the country, for many years, presents of live animals have been
made to the Government through the Smithsonian Institution of the Museum; but the
absence of any appropriation for their care has led to their being sent away (though most
reluctantly) to increase the collections of the zoological parks in Philadelphia, New York,
London, and other cities. It should be better known than it is that everywhere through the
country there is a disposition on the part of private individuals to give to the Government
in this way, and without any expectation of return, remarkable specimens, which the
donor (very commonly a poor man) sometimes refuses advantageous pecuniary offers
for, and it seems hard to decline gifts made in such a spirit, or, accepting them, to give
them away again.
But little over a year ago I gave instructions that that these lice specimens should
be retained temporarily, as an experiment, and although a very few have been purchased,
the collection, which is a subject of so much local popular interest, has been thus formed,
substantially by gift, within perhaps fifteen months, and this though many proffers have
been declined for want of means to care for them. I am persuaded that, if it were
generally known that the Government would receive and care for such gifts, within a very
few years the finest collection of American animals in the world might be made here in
this way, with comparatively no expenditure for purchase.
Among the many interested in the incipient collection was Senator Beck, whose
bill for the formation of a zoological park was brought before the Senate on April 23,
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1888. The writer directed the Senator’s attention to the fact that a piece of ground
singularly suitable, by the variety of its features, to the provision for the wants of all the
different kinds of animals, existed in the picturesque of Rock Creek in the part nearest the
city. Here not only the wild goat, the mountain sheep and their congeners would find the
rocky cliffs which are their natural home, but the beavers brooks in which to build their
dams; the buffalo places of seclusion in which to breed and replenish their dying race;
aquatic birds and beasts their natural home, and in general all animals would be provided
for on a site almost incomparably better than any now used for this purpose in any other
capital in the world.
With this in the pre-eminently important consideration that the immediate
neighborhood to the city would make it accessible not only to the rich, but to the poor,
and therefore a place of recreation to the great mass of the residents, as well as the
hundreds of thousands of citizens from all parts of the country who now annually visit the
capital.
It may be added, that, so far as is known to the writer, all those interested in the
desirable, but larger plan for a public park along the whole Rock Creek region—that is to
say, all those acquainted with the beauties and advantages of the site—regard the
establishment of the proposed zoological park there with favor. It is very difficult for
anyone who has not visited the region to understand its singularly attractive character,
due to the good fortune which has preserved its picturesque features until now, although
the growing city is sweeping around and enveloping it.
The Smithsonian Institution has not customarily received with favor the
propositions continually make it to place different local or national interests under its
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charge, but the very special reasons which seem in this case to enable it to at once secure
a home and city of refuge for the vanishing races of the continent, and a place for the
health and recreation of the inhabitants of the city, and citizens of the United States,
together with an opportunity for the carrying out an enterprise of national scientific value,
and the formation of what, as regards its site, at least, is the finest zoological garden in
existence—all these considerations have moved it to see in this an opportunity to carry
out its legitimate work, “the increase and diffusion of knowledge among men.”
When, therefore, Senator Beck made the understanding that the Smithsonian
Institution would accept the charge of such a park, the primary condition on which he
would undertake to recommend it to Congress, the Secretary felt authorized to say that he
believed it propable[sic] that the proposition would be favorably viewed by the regents,
and, the matter once brought before Congress, he has not disguised his own interest in the
success of the measure.
The bill, brought in by Mr. Breckingridge in the House (and by Senator Morrill in
the Senate), appropriates $200,000 for the purchase of the not less than 100 acres of land.
The land actually most desired for the zoological park covers about 120 acres, being
precisely that portion of the Rock Creek Valley which will be soonest destroyed, a
regards its picturesque and attractive features, by the laying out of streets and lots.
Nevertheless, and largely owing to the very fact that the picturesqueness of the locality
implies the existence of rocks, precipices, and valleys, which it would cost much to level
and fill in, this land can still be obtained at rates which, considering its neighborhood to
the city, are remarkably cheap. The most thorough examination that I have been able to
make, the testimony of carious real-estate experts and others, have satisfied me that the
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purchase may and will be completed for somewhat less than the sum named in the
appropriations, even leaving a small margin for the erection of a preliminary shelter for
the animals.
I beg most respectfully to urge upon the attention of the committee that fact that it
is at once the strength and weakness of this measure that, so far as is known, it is an
entirely disinterested one, the real-estate holders in the vicinity being generally
indifferent or opposed to it, for reasons which can be explained, if desired, and that it is
being this pressed upon Congress by those who have the measure at heart, because
anything that is done must be done soon. It is probably that within a year or two more,
the good fortune which has kept this singularly spot intact, while the growing city is
encircling it, will protect it no longer. It is not the mere space on the map which is to be
secured, but natural advantages which have no relation to the number of acres, and which
cannot be restored if once destroyed, since it is not in the power of Congress itself by any
expenditure of money to recreate a rock or a tree.
I am, very respectfully, yours,
S.P. LANGLEY,
Secretary
Hon. SAMUEL DIBBLE
House of Representatives

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution July, 1889.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1890. P. 27-29.
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Appendix B: Amendment to Bill H.R. 11651 to include a Zoological Park
AMENDMENT intended to be proposed by Mr. Edmunds to the bill (H.R.
11651), making appropriations to provide for the expenses of the government of the
District of Columbia for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
ninety, and for other purposes, viz: Insert the following:

“For the establishment of a zoological park in the District of Columbia, two
hundred thousand dollars, to be expended under and in accordance with the provisions
following, that is to say:
“That, in order to establish a zoological park in the District of Columbia for the
advancement of science and the instruction and recreation of the people, a commission
shall be constituted, composed of three persons, namely: The Secretary of the Interior, the
president of the board of Commissioners of the District of Columbia, and the Secretary of
the Smithsonian Institution, which shall be known and designated as the commission for
the establishment of a zoological par.
“That the said commission is hereby authorized and directed to make an
inspection of the country along Rock Creek, between Massachusetts avenue extended and
where said creek is crossed by the road leading west from Brightwood crosses said creek,
and to select not less than one hundred acres, which shall include a section of the creek,
as said commission shall deem to be suitable and appropriate for a zoological park.
“That the said commission shall cause to be made a careful map of said zoological
park, showing the location, quantity, and character of each parcel of private property to
be taken for such purpose, with the names of the respective owners inscribed thereon, and
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the said map shall be filed and recorded in the public records of the District of Columbia;
and from and after that date the several tracts and parcels of land embraced in such
zoological park shall be held as condemned for public uses, subject to the payment of just
compensation, to be determined by the said commission and approved by the President of
the United States, provided that such compensation be accepted by the owner or owners
of the several parcels of land.
“That if the said commission shall be unable to purchase any portion of the land
so elected and condemned within thirty days after such condemnation, by agreement with
the representative owners, at the price approved by the President of the United States, it
shall, at the expiration of such period of thirty days, make application to the supreme
court of the District of Columbia, by petition, at a general or special term, for an
assessment of the value of such land, and said petition shall contain a particular
description of the property selected and condemned, with the name of the owner or
owners thereof, and his, her, or their residences, as far as the same can be ascertained,
together with a copy of the recorded map of the park; and the said course is hereby
authorized and required, upon such application, without delay, to notify the owners and
occupants of the land and to ascertain and assess the value of the land so selected and
condemned by appointing three commissioners to appraise the value or values thereof,
and to return the appraisement to the court; and when the values of such land are thus
ascertained, and the President shall deem the same reasonable, said values shall be paid to
the owner or owners, and the United States shall be deemed to have a valid title to said
lands.
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“That the said commission is hereby authorized to call upon the Superintendent of
the Coast and Geodetic Survey or the Director of the Geological Survey to make such
surveys as may be necessary to carry into effect the provisions of this section; and the
said officers are hereby authorizes and required to make such surveys under the direction
of said commission.”

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution July, 1889.
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1890. P. 30-31.
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Appendix C: William M. Mann’s obituary as it ran in the New York Times
William Mann, Zoo Director, 74
Head of Washington Unit Is Dead—
Author Had Led Remote Expeditions

Washington, Oct. 10—William M. Mann, for thirty-one years director of
Washington’s Zoo, died today after a long illness. He was 74 years old.
Washingtonians loved “Doc” Mann, as he was called, the gentle, puckish and rumpled
man who ruled its zoo. Thousands of zoo visitors met him. Up to the time of his
retirement in 1956 he remained accessible to all at the zoo, from foreign potentates to
neighborhood children, when he was not searching the jungles of remote corners of the
world for zoo specimens.
He liked to recall that he made his up his mind to become keeper of the zoo here
while holding a $1-a-day job at the zoo shining cuspidors and cleaning out animal cages.
The opportunity to hold his first zoo job developed during a six-week recess in his
schooling at Staunton Military Academy in Virginia. He had been sent to this school
partly as punishment for running away from home at the age of 13 in an attempt to reach
South Africa and fight in the Boer War. But from his home in Helena, Mont. he got only
as far as a ranch high in the Rocky Mountains and there for five months kept his identity
hidden while earning his living at ranch chores.
Mr. Mann’s interest in animals may have been first aroused by his father’s hobby
of taxidermy. From Staunton Military Academy he went to Washington State College to
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study. He began a lifelong interest there in the study of ants, which inspired his
autobiography “Ant Hill Odyssey.”
His studies took him next to Stanford University, from which he graduated in
1911, and to Harvard, from which he received a Doctor of Science degree in 1915.
He was assistant director of the Mulford Biological Exploration in the Amazon
Basin in 1921-22, director of the Smithsonian Chrysler Expedition to Africa in 1926,
director of the National Zoological Par expeditions to British Guiana in 1931, to
Argentina in 1938, to Liberia in 1940.
In 1926 Mr. Mann married Lucile Quarry. They lived in an apartment within
earshot of the bawls and catcalls of the zoo and made their home a nursery for many a
baby wild animal that might otherwise not have survived. There Mr. Mann wrote his
book “Wild Animals In and Out of the Zoo.” Mrs. Mann survives.

New York Times
October 11, 1960
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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
James Burnes grew up on a farm in Fred, Texas. He came to Lamar in 2001 after
graduating from Warren High School. After a brief hiatus he graduated Lamar in
December 2009 with a Bachelors of Art in History and minors in Anthropology,
Geology, and Earth Science. While pursuing his undergraduate degree he worked as a
research assistant in paleontology studying the Eocene of the Uinta Basin, Utah and
Laredo, Texas. He attended an Archaeological field school in Belize studying Maya
archaeology. He has attended conferences in England and Germany and won several
awards for excellent presentations. While attending graduate school he briefly worked at
the Ellen Trout Zoo in Lufkin, Texas. His zoo research stems from his lifelong interest in
natural history.
At press time James and his wife, Jami, live in Norman, Oklahoma, where he will
begin his Ph.D. studies at the University of Oklahoma in the History of Science and
museum studies. He will build on this research and study the history of natural history.
He will focus on live animal collecting for zoos and paleontological and zoological
collecting expeditions for museums. He divides his studies between fossils, bones,
taxidermy specimens, and the scientists who found, collected, and described all the things
we see in museums today.
After years spent either working in Academia or working construction, he is
inclined to agree with William Mann’s assertion: “It seems that always when I have most
enjoyed myself, somebody has paid me good money for it, whereas the occasional bits of
hard work I have done were gratuitous.”

